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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report describes the d.veopment of establishment criteria for the
standard Microwave Landing System (MLS) with approach lights. The
criteria were empirically derived from a benefit/cost analysis. The key
elements of the criteria are. expres-ed as a function of (a) annual
instrLment approaches (AIA's) by user category, (b) non-precision
approach minima on the can.Sidate runway, and (c) the probability of IFR
weather at the airport. Thpse criteria apply only to runways that are
being considered fzr a pr,'csIon atproach aid for the first time.

Benefits of an hJJ vary wide! vending on the proportionate use of the
MLS runwav, the distribution )I instrument weather at the airport,
aircraft operating .ts, a.,e°ac m n.urber of passengers, and other
factors, The .LS candid -: rvr.>' , a!.er first being qualified by
regional offices on z: . ba'_- , f c-talisbuent criteria published in
Airway Planning Staiidrd Onuobr G.e .2S-l), will then be evaluated by a
benefit/cost .nalysis at 1'.A do:.dquarters. This analysis will use data
furnished by the regions b-eir -esponses to the annual Call for
Estimates when the , r, Otherwise, national averages
developed by the Offi.-P Avmiaa.'i 7olicy and Plans will be used.

It is estimated that Zio,: lhc iteris will identify 218 new MLS
candidstes. Throughn 1,9 95 rYie -_:r c. potential candidates is expected
to reach 324. Ili UddAiu. tO t!. systeme, thece will be approximately
768 systems in the LS a;',., j i'ht .il. each be replaced by an ILS in
accordance with g'jide e3 I:.vced i. FAA'a Microwave Landing System
Transition Plan. Thi.S I.S',...; r.Aace:-ent volicy together with the
application of M1.3 cr-tri .-on-incaed hercin represents 1092 (768 + 324)
o- approximately 11% ,,1"r by 1i!9-V.
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1. Introduction

Good management of proposed capital investments requires analysis
and comparison of benefits and costs. FAA evaluates its investments
in navigation aids, communication aids, and control towers for the
National Airspace System, by applying standard establishment and
discontinuance "criteria." FAA's criteria are summarized in an FAM
Order, 7031.2B, called "Airway Planning Standard Number One -
Terminal Air Navigation Facilities and Air Traffic Control Services"
(Reference 1). For inexpensive devices, the criteria are simple
traffic activity thresholds: an airport with 50,000 operations per
year qualifies for an ATIS (Automatic Terminal Information Service),
for example. Larger facilities, such as precision landing systems,
have more complicated criteria, which require economic analysis of
benefits and costs.

This report presents the economic analysis of costs and benefits of
the Microwave Landing System (MLS) with a Medium Intensity Approach
Light System with Runway Alignment Indicator Lights (MALSR), and the
criteria for establishment and discontinuance based on this
analysis. Other reports treat economic criteria for other elements
of the National Airspace System. A more general discussion of
benefit-cost analysis may be found in "Economic Analysis of
Investment and Regulatory Decisions - A Guide" (Reference 2).

A. Kinds of Benefits and Costs

FAA's economic criteria are based on five kinds of benefits and two
kinds of costs. Precision landing systems yield several of these:

o Safety benefits stem from the assumption that most capital
investuents will reduce accidents. At airports with precision
landing systems, runway alignment and hard landing accidents are
less frequent. Historical statistics at locations with and
without precision approach capabilities may be used to calculate
differential accident rates as a function of forecast activity
at the airport. These rates are used to predict expected
accidents, fatalities, injuries and property losses.

o Aircraft operating costs are avoided and passengers' time is
saved when flight paths are shortened. The MLS allows a shorter
approach path than either the ILS, or a non-precision approach.
Like safety, these benefits increase with activity.

o Benefits for avoided flight disruptions are realized when an
investment results in opening the airport to traffic when
weather would otherwise have closed it. Benefits are calculated
from the avoided cost of diverting flights to another airport.
Avoided flight disruptions are a key source of landing system
benefits.

1i
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o Productivity benefits result when an investment reduces required
manpower. Precision landing systems, do not, in themselves, yield
direct productivity benefits (although they may improve on the
maintainability of an older, less reliable system).

o Other benefits can be qualitatively described, but cannot be
quantified.

0 lnvesttent costs include the capital expenditure for the device, and
whatever site improvements must be made to accouodate it. Costs are
estimated for a particular site, so that airports with fewer problems
will have lower costs. In a discontinuance benefit cost analysis,
one-time costs of discontinuing operation are tallied.

o Operations and maintenance costs are estimated for both labor and
materials costs.

B. "Critical" Values and Operations Forecasts

Standard unit values are assigned to fatalities, injuries, and time to
provide a common basis for comparing costs and benefits. Particular
values for these as well as aircraft repair, replacement, and operating
costs, were recommended by a 1981 report (Reference 3) and are now a part
of Airway Planning Standard Number One. Critical values should be
updated annually, insuring that the criteria reflect differences in the
inflation rates of these values and costs.

Aviation activity projected in FAA's annual Terminal Area Forecasts is
used to estimate most benefits. Benefit and cost values are computed for
each of 15 future years, discounted to present value with the 10% rate
directed by the Office of Management and Budget, and summed to determine
present value of costs and benefits over an expected 15 year life. The
useful life of the investment may be longer than 15 years, but assuming a
15 year life results in a more conservative investment strategy, and
provides better protection against obsolescence due to technological or
policy changes.

C. How Criteria are Applied

The benefit/cost criteria are applied in two phases, with the first phase
being an abbreviated version of the second. The Phase I criteria are
used by the FAA regional offices to initially screen locations for budget
request submissions. Phase II is the complete benefit/cost analysis
described in this report and supported by a computer program managed by
FAA's Office of Aviation Policy and Plans.

Establishment criteria are used to evaluate investments at particular
locations prior to Facilities and Equipment (FE) budget submissions, or
reprogramings. Locations are considered "candidates" if they meet the
Phase I criteria for three consecutive annual counts. The Phase II
benefit/cost analysis is used to evaluate candidates before they are
submitted as budget requests. Meeting the economic criteria is usually a

2



necessary condition for including a site in the budget. But the number
of qualifying sites is usually larger than overall budget constraints
will allow bo be implemented, so some sites may not be funded, even ifKeconomically justified. The converse is also true: locations may be
excepted from meeting the economic criteria because of other factors.
For landing systems, one of these exceptions is the landing system's
potential to relocate pilot training activity from a nearby congested hub.

Installations may be discontinued if the benefits fall below annual
operation and maintenance costs, adjusted for any one-time shutdown
costs. This can happen if activity levels drop, or reanalysis of
benefits suggests that investments do not provide the same degree of
benefit as previously believed.

D. Changes from Previous Criteria

This report, and the changes to APS-l that will result from it,
represents a revision of FAA report ASP-75-1, 'Establishment Criteria for
Citeg "y I Instrument Landing Systems" (Reference 4). The change
reflect3 updating of critical values, and provision fcr utilizing site
specific activity forecasts.

E. Organization of This Report

Phase II benefit/cost criteria and simple Phase I criteria are presented
in Chapter II. Complete details for the cost calculations are given in
Chapter III, and for the benefit calculations in Chapter IV. The results
of applying these criteria are presented in Chapter V. Chapter VI
discusses development of the simple Phase I criteria. The sensitivity of
the criteria results to several key assumptions and inputs is discussed
in Chapter VII. A manual method far calculating the Phase II
benefit/cost ratio is presented in Chapter VIII. As a practical matter a
computer program will be used to ualiulate these ratios.

3
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I. Precision Landing System Criteria

The ci iter4 a developed in this document pertain primarily to MIS since
there are w plan.i budget for new IIS establishments. The MLS
establishment criteria apply to those runways that are new candidates for
a pitcision landing aid. V-S dincontinuance criteria have been revised
to reflect more current costs and benefit values and are included in this
repor as Appendix G.

A. ,= : tC ,Criteria (Pha-e !V

Tbt . a. ca- ten ca ison <if the presert value of the
iuantilar±,,c , ,, inai]r'g .p ecision landing aid, with the

preseni ve of -he esil '-nr!r.t .ostL f(x i-he aid. A useful life of
filten .te r,'- tae' ti- s 'i at tY t ij -pfl:d to navigational aids. The
,atio of lifo c 'ciet - ovzz I.%e cycle costs is calculated to
determi-,w l Wh'the , ani a4:*,, = o- -. r q';alT'ts As a candidate for a
p-ecis i~c land-ng ai ci. Lif- cy liei ts an& costs are derived by

G 'ymn ti.:1 future c, t'j, ,-, t h& n at a canpound rate
(.1 4 - :C s ?5 U.-, "": t' i. :-e id Orj The berief it/oost
crit ri- aLP tI-t ,'h: , , f -Q i. zo :osts i6 1.0 or greater.
If this rnt. a : . ... ', ci,:. tx.e- !netjts and, technically,
the 'Jeds'er' htb: t, Li 'd rhc c-.t ria test. However, where benefit/cost
ratics are rit si cifr.tcant I :i e or ]seJ than 1.0, i.e., .9 and 1.1,
these are mrnrginal zase;, and ta'd:ftscreening involving
considrationc other rh,. ec:nonuncs shosj. be made. There is a
signific(:&t avount of e2tUnaina that. cccurs in cost,/benefit analysis
that make it difficult to alv;iys ohtain results that can be viewed as
conclusive. A srail :n a.ir. error m.-st be taken into account.

1. EsbLsht Cre_ A r ,ay t- re -,;-eduied turbcjet operations
are 7onducted uti a v'ist,,,r:. u -' -s -nd re eipect,-d to continue
with,,. x:3s of 3t',err ' 'i -Gl a ;:indidate for MLS. Any
other runway CM huw .- -"c< o.;:e y equipped with an operating
precision app:.ch iv ci: valid3ted as a candiktte for MLS when
the life cyclc benetit.f o --he systrf equals or exceeds the life
cycle csts.

n "fY LI OC'

2. Dis-continuance Crit-ria. 1 --i ru'xwdy where skhedule3 turbojet
oreratiovsq are v nr,'-t(- the LTUC s .2] not be decommissioned. All
othez t unweys arr Fa a e Vor 1 v x:-.Jso:-I oning of precision landing
equimrnt 'z+.en J n i ma :.e,ance -,-osts of providing the
set vice ,' cee J ':h .~d. - Lved. T,-) u-nk,- this determinatio,
15-y-ar di-30.ited , "s .u jrnv ,Urrt, costs) are compared with

h;it. -,e nthu ueet eprr

Phase £ cziteria ate a .4 .jf cra1 3 rriteLia designed to identify
Potentc U-) c nd'..t, s foc ;,n la:,g syster. establishment and
discu :e. n .' s- i ' .. )t ci iteria, they are easily
applied iith J';-il.- . t-k ,,it c-f tie aj,:* .)f a computer. Under
?hase 1, 1 Tatio '.' ' : ,:- r'c-, aitrLraft class by dividing



tne numier of inr :u enL apprtoches at the runway foc that aircraft class
by the number of instrinmint approaches which would qualify a runway for a
preciiion landing syszem, if it had approaches in only that class. The
ratios for all aircraft ci aL.s ar,. summed to obtain the Phase I Ratio
a .... -te ,tei v!J a'. toi thcs)e rinways not meeting the turbojet

cnper at c -wL,. cteU i,.

N x in al I y, S . Jz,:'. e4..-r. a rati" . of at least 1.0.
Ca i . 9 v, -. , I. Althugh the tv phases may not

-,As ., , e rbl. iszhr-d i Airway Planning Standard
.i3 . -'. u . .- , :,, t.c as well as easily

.. .f ,,i,'i y -evcls which qualify
L.-~m c! .:!dnq -yi; tc~ -... ZLrr or discontinuance.

C t.p ."tne ?hast iI benefit/cost
- r i a hc

r) i5cc',1, q £;: t

Under w,, tc cc .. _ - crnoiissioning of a
i .CWdV . .-T, .pr-.C,.h acLivity falls
e I .... I. -. . um c f ratio values of

less t C. .. rowa'c i.nding system must
be ju>tav , x -,q w)t[n a review and assessment
f- operanj. 0•l -. n'c L-rr" to the affected
iOra",it, C." tr~c. i

C . :

To (J-t e ; i w - -e-,- anr ,,al instrule t
app"c m.' (,Z

1. [t-'r" "'i - . ." y et"irized for the

Referenf-e -3j< ,, .'- of AIA s on the

-Bndi at r: 'j :o t-, :,inums referenced

in ~' r:c. ~

3. Ccr 'iut tf-, l. t- , - : ,. re c4-1rli te runway for each
uc er cote-r, ;3 '

<.. M i,;' ' ' , ' ., , . ~ , -, vL, ti perce-ntage of airport

A- : ; a ecific data are
u,, . '-.;a:- 25% to seccnd runway.

:,is a sitc survey of projected

C. Ca! : . ' I 1 &' rol Inc. (SCI) model

3. " ''2

I . .. .. . . . . I - _



4. Enter recorded and required AIA's for the candidate runway as
indicated below. The contributions of each category toward meeting
the criteria are summed. A runway with a total ratio of 1.0 or more
meets the AIA criteria.

User Category

Recorded AIA's - x.xx
Air Carrier Required AIA's

Recorded AIA's - x.xx
Air Taxi Required AIA's

Recorded AIA's u x.xx
General Aviation Required AIA's

Recorded AIA's - x.xx
Military ReqW'red AIA's

Total Ratio x.xx

Table 2-1

MIS Qualifying (Required) AIA Count for Stated Minimums

User Category 300-3/4 400-3/4 400-1 500-1 600-1 800-1

Air Carrier

Hub 500 250 200 150 100 50
Non-Hub 900 500 400 300 200 100

Air Taxi 500 475 450 400 350 300

General Aviation 2700 2300 2000 1700 1400 900

Military 1100 1000 900 800 650 450

A worksheet is presented in Figure 2-1 to facilitate data requirements
and computations for Phase I criteria application.

6I . . .liin- n- lim--,=-,,=.--



Figure 2-1

Worksheet for Application of MLS
Phase I Criteria

Location Runway

Airport Hub (Yes/No)

IFR Minima: Non Precision MIS

Estimated IFR Use of Candidate Runway (%)

AIA's on Candidate MIS Runway. (Current )ear):

IFR Runway AIA's on
AIA's x Use Factor(%) - Candidate Rwy

Air Carrier
Air Taxi
General Aviation
Military

Proportion of Criteria Satisfied:

Recorded Qualifying
AIA's . AIA's - Ratio

Air Carrier
Air Taxi
General Aviation
Military

Total

I

II- -- e



III. MIS Costs

There are two categories of costs associated with precision approach aids
that are relevant to this analysis:

o Investment costs: the one time costs of facilities and equipment
purchase, and operational start-up.

o Annual costs: operation and maintenance costs

A. Initial Costs

1. Investment Costs

The primary investment costs of establishing a precision landing aid
include the ground equipment, installation costs and all
non-recurring logistics costs. Standard MIS ground equiment
consists of:

1. azimuth antenna and electronics
2. elevation antenna and electronics
3. field monitors
4. remote maintenance monitors
5. remote control and status panels
6. distance measuring equipment
7. approach lights (Medium Intensity Approach Light System with

Runway Alignment Indicator Lights (MALSR))

Installation costs for ground equipment include costs for site
preparation and construction, actual equipment installation and
check-out, and flight check and certification.

Nonrecurring logistic support costs include costs for providing the
initial spares and support equipment required to stock the pipelines
and all maintenance facilities, for introducing new coded supply
items in the user inventory, for training maintenance personnel to

* work on the MIS equipment, for providing the necessary technical
manuals and other documentation, and for transporting the system to
its initial destination. Whenever a location must take action in
order to meet clear-zone requirements, the osts involved shuuld be
counted as a nonrecurring logistics cost.

2. Annual Costs

The annual costs are the recurring logistics support costs or the
costs associated with operating and maintaining the equipment over
its active life. The major contributors to recurring logistics
support costs for MIS are the costs associated with spares and on-
and off-site maintenance.

8



Other recurring logistic support costs include those for operating
ri;e MLS sites and the maintenance support equipment when used,
training additional MIW maintenance personnel as a result of repair
personnel turnover, and keeping the technical documentation current
over the life uf the system.

Typical MLS system costs are summarized in Table 3-1. Since costs
can vary somewhat frcn site to site, the criteria have been designed
sc that site specific values may be used for some or all of the costs
listed in Table 3-1.

ThBLE 3-1

Ml CHEWAVE LANDING SYSTEM ESTABLISHMENT COSTS
(1981 $000 Dcilars)

Cost Item MIS MALSR TOTAL

Investment (000)

Acquisition $462 $ 72 $534

Installation 185 135 320

Non Recurring Logistics 82 82
$729 $207 $936

Annual O&M $ 40 $ 16 $ 56

Source: Updated Acquisition Paper for MLS (Dereber 18, 1981), APM-410

B. Present Value Co6ts

As stated earlier precision landing system benefits are compared with
precision landing system costs over a fifteen year time frame, by
comparing their present values. It is reasonable to assume that
investment costs all occur at the beginning of the time frame, so
that their pLesent value equals actual costs. Since constant (1981)
dollars are used throughout the analysis, the annual costs will be
the same for each year in the time frane. The present value of a
stream of coistant values is simply a cumulative discount factor
times the constant- value. In this case the number for 15 years at
the ten percent discount rate (mid-ynar disoounting) prescribed by
the Office of Managtrmnt and Didget is 7-976.

9
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Assuming that

COSTA - Annual Costs

COSTI - Investment Costs

the present value of precision landing system costs, PVC, is given by

PVc  - (7.976 x COSTA) + COSTI

Life-Cycle costs for MIS thus become

DI S COUNTED
CUMULATIVE 15-Y kR

COST ITEM COST (000) DISCOUNT FACTOR COSTS (000)

Investment $ 936 1.000 $ 936

Annual O&M 56 7.976 447

TOTAL $1383

10



IV. Precision, Landing System Benefits

The relevant benefits in this analysis are those benefits that are
expected to derive from having precision landing capability as opposed to
not having it. A precision landing; system pLovides lateral, vertical,
and sometimes distance guidance information (MLS) for landing to those
aircraft equipped with the necessary electronic hardware. Through its
ability to reduce non-precision approach !FR weather minimwus to
precision approach minimums of 200 feet decislon-height, 1/2 mile
visibility, it increases the amo.unt of time an airport can expect to stay
open during poor weather periods and thereby increases the potential
number of aircraft that o:uld and would ust the airport. The lateral,
vertical, and distance g-idr e ino'omaion that aircraft equipped with
the proper avion. us .>ceive im-,rotroS the level of safety during landing
procedures abore the safet., 3eveL associated wilh non-precision approach
procedures. The microwa:e !and;,n7 system also offers the potential for
shortening tne approach paths Pih!t aiicraft must take when approaching
the runway. In addition, the a"...,ty tr) handle curved approaches could
also help reduce the amount of loiso 'c,-)uticr at same locations. The
opportunity to realize th ,!ivrt:e-e and curved approach benefits of MLS
are limited, however, by , >nsiderzrtion- such as the willingness and
ability to integr, te shr,.ttred a.nd curved approach paths into the
terminal area cmtrcl procedures a!.nj w;th straight-in and circling
approaches, and the linited !v.mhr of ;.craft that would be suitably
equipped with the rec-.:zcy naVigatC(n crpu ter equipment.

The benefit categories tu:aL wili be used ir, developing the establishment
criteria are:

Irr cve.i cafety

Reduced Flict Distuptions

If there is evidence to sujoanst th.. oth, b_'-efit categories may be
s' .9nificant at a partirular rite, :eqio.a offices may furnish additional
infcrmation to support 3 recomme' lt~in to consider additional factors in
the review procers.

i Lsefe : n vf . : t F

Precision landing system safety tercfit: e'e c-;rived in Appendix F.
The-e benefits bas d o.ri us L>t r:ta sLc compiled over the
nine-year period frc:.n 1971 to 1919.

Safety benefits ret' in F end F fe'tim , l by Comparing the
incidence and resultirn-i cr)s..s of -on-preci,-ic: apprrach accidents with
precision approach Acciden-s. This is done separately for aircraft
classes. Accident costs at" reasuei b; t-he frequency and resulting
costs of fatalities, ini-iri-s (verout ar.d T,.nor), and aircraft damage.
Safety benefits of a 3)eii-'Ao ] rding sine, are the difference betwen
the expected val ie " soi. l~x v . und r-e-is'on approach accidents that
vx)uld ocu -r o')e r t e .,,r r, f; ,ui.', t to M1.S implementation at a
si:e. In this r , , -fl X I t'rl ,r the basis of the
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statistical safety superiority of precision instrument approaches over
ncn-precision approaches. The calculations were made using standard
variable values adopted fo FAA economic and policy analyses. These
variables and their 1981 values are listed in Appendix E, Fig. 9-1.

A method for deriving the number of instrument approaches to be used in
estimating safety benefits involves taking actual and projected operation
counts from FAA's Terminal Area Forecasts and applying a model, which is
developed in Appendix C. The model estimates instrument approach counts
based on the total number of annual operations at a runway, weather
probabilities, the percentage of pilots equipped to make an instrument
approach, and some assumptions about local versus itinerant operations.

The estimation of safety benefits requires:

(1) finding the number of precision instrument approaches (e.g., the
estimated number of instrument approaches, times the user class
equipage rate, times the runway utilization factor for the
runway in questiai),

(2) multiplying the result obtained in the previous step above by
the safety benefit unit value, and

(3) discounting by 10 per cent to derive the present value of
benefits.

The reader is reminded that this procedure is followed fcr each user
category and then sunned to arrive at a total safety benefit for the
runway in question.

The safety benefit average or unit values (Step (2) above) by user class
are reproduced here for the convenience of the reader.

Safety Benefit of Precision Approach Capability
User Category Per Precision Approach

Air Carrier
Hub $ 54
Non-Hub 32

Air Taxi 180

General Aviation 35

*Military 132

*Estimate based on General Aviation experience. Insufficient military
data did not permit independent evaluation of military accident history.

12
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Reduced Flight Disruptions

Each precision instrument approach made when weather limits are between
the nonprecision approach limits and 200-1/2, represents an avoided
flight disruption which is an improvement to the case where only
non-precision landings could be made. Reduced flight disruption benefits
provided by a precision landing aid are the number of precision

instrument approaches made when weather limits are below non-precision
approach minimums by each user class, over the useful life of the aid.

Estimates of unit flignt disruption costs are developed in Appendix B.
The dollar valie of reduced flight disruptions are based on:

(1) the calculte( number of avoided flight disruptions, i.e.,
additional precisicn instrument approaches made during each
year of the analysis; and

(2) the unit valuf per avoided flignt disruption for each user
class

The reduced flight disruption ben-flt includes: reduced aircraft flight

time; avoided pasze:,gei handltng expea.,es; avoided profit loss due to
passenger cancellaii-ns anc daveisions; and saved passengers' time.

The flight-disrupt.3 -); czest 3tirwatiny equations of Appendix B were
developed by estimating aircruft and passenger delay times and airline

interrupted trip expenses that are associated with various types of
flight disruptions and asigning values to these costs. Average flight
efficiency bo.nefit3 wcre olbtai-id by weighting the costs averted of each
type of disruption.. dela , .'version, cancellation and overflight--by its
relative frequeni o' ocCu Trrr.ze.

The average vaLue of beteflmL. pei averted flight disruption, by user

class, are listed ,elow.

Air Carier

Hub $5,167
Non-Hub 2,370

Air Taxi 346

General Aviation 154

Military 428

Air carrier operating crts; by -iircr:0ft type and the number of passengers
are variables in thu ay' flight-disruption benefit estimating
equations developed in Aj'ei:' B. Where possible, site specific
estimates should be used for these variables. This requires specific
aircraft mix and passenger loading rLata usiig the methods described in
Appendix E. In the absence of c;itp specific estimates, averages
representative of the ar.r-ke passenger lo~idings and average aircraft
operating cost of thte fleet can be used for planning purposes.

13



In summary, the combined safety and reduced flight disruption benefits

are measured by calculating the total safety benefit and the total
averted flight disruption benefit and then summing them across all user
classes. Specifically, the total safety benefit of having precision -

approach capability BENEI is the sum ofs

1. the benefit derived from reducing the number of fatalities (BRF)

2. the benefit derived from reducing the number of minor injuries (BMI)

3. the benefit dervied from reducing the number of serious injuries (BSI)

4. the benefit derived from reducing the number of aircraft destroyed
(B D)

5. the benefit derived from reducing the number of aircraft that are
substantially damaged (BRS)

The total flight disruption cr efficiency benefit is the sum of the
averted flight disruption benefits for each user class. That is,

Total efficiency benefit (BENE2) is the sum of averted flight disruption
benefits for each user class.

Total Benefit (BENET) - BENE 1 + BENE 2.

As stated earlier, a thorough derivation of the safety and efficiency
benefits are found in appendices F and B, respectively.

14
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V. Results and Impact of Precision Landing kid Criteria

This chapter summarizes the impact of the KIS establishment/discontinunce
criteria in terms of the number of runways that could be expected to meet
the economic requirements for installation, given the existing aviation
activity forecasts, the critical values developed in appendix 3, and the
other parameters used in the analysis.

Regarding the MLS program, the National Airspace System Plan states that
initial funding for the program is scheduled for FY-83. Fifteen
locations are scheduled to be oi.pleted by 1985, 340 additional systems
by 1990 and 895 systems through 2000 for a total of 1250 systems.

Table 5-1 lists for key base years the numbpr of runways that would meet
the economic establisnment criteria and identifies total initial systems
and second systems at airports.

The data in Table 5-1 represent newly established systems only. In
addition to these systems, there will be approximately 768 systems in the
ILS inventory that will each be replaced by an MIS over time.

Systems identified by the MIS establishment cLiteria, conbined with ILS
system replacements, are expected to reach nearly 1100 (768 + 324 - 1092)
by 1995. This number does not include those locations that could
conceivably qualify for three or more systems. The results are limited
to 1995 due to that being the final year in the terminal area forecasts

" (TF) .

'MBLE 5-i UMBE' OF NEW QUAIFYING RUNIVYS

NATURE OF YEAR QUMUI IVE. 2UI R UALIFIED
ESTABLISHMENT 1981 1985 1990 1995

Initial New System 48 71 99 124

2nd New System C9 147 1'2 200

Total 157 212 271 324

I
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VI. Development of Phase I Criteria

The precision landing aid criteria, in general, establishes and defines a

relationship between the level of aircraft activity during IR conditions
and the reduced potential for disrupted flights and landing accidents
(i.e. avoided deaths, injuries, and damaged aircraft). Benefits of
averted flight disruption and enhanced safety have been estimated in
appendioes B and F, respectively.

The number of AIA's needed in order to justify MLS life cycle costs can
be determined for each user class for each non-precision approach
minima. The breakeven activity level at each minimum and for each user
class were found by solving the following equation:

(AX + BY)(NDF) - $1,383,000,

where

A - safety benefit per instrument approach

X = instrument approaches

B - averted flight disruption benefit per instrument approach

Y = instrument approaches receiving averted flight disruption benefit
(equal to X multiplied by the fraction of increased runway
utilization (Table D-2)).

NDF - net discount factor: the normal 10% discount factors adjusted
for growth in aviation activity (Table 6-2).

An illustration should help explain how the equation is applied.

EXAMPLE:

Assume that non-hub airport XYZ has current minima of 300-3/4.
Reductions to 200-1/2 would increase the runway utilization, on average,
5.7% (See Table D-2).

Also assume that all of the instrument approaches are made by air carrier
aircraft. From Appendix F, the safety benefit per instrument approach at
non-hub airports is $32.

From Appendix B, the averted flight disruption benefit per instrument
approach at non-hub airports is $2356. The net discount factor is 9.017

(from Table 6-2). Substituting the values in the equation gives

(32X + 2356 (.057 X ))(9.017) - $1,383,000

16
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Solving for X,

X - 1,383,000 - 918
1507

or approximately 900 annual instrument approaches would be required to

meet the life-cycle-costs of owning and operating an MLS at airport XYZ.

Qualifying annual instrument approaches have been found using this method
for each user class and at each level of current runway non-precision

approach minima utilization. This information is presented in Tables 6-1.

As outlined in Chapter II, to determine whether an airport meets the
Phase I or annual instrument approach (AIA) criteria:

1. Determine the least approach minimums currently authorized for the
largest aircraft using the candidate runway.

2. Reference table 6-1 to select the qualifying numbers of AIA's on the
candidate runway for each user category.

3. Compute the number of recorded AlA's on the candidate runway for each
user category as follows:

a. Determine the AIA's by an on-site survey, or.

b. Multiply the number of total AIA'S by the percentage of airport
AIA's on the candidate runway, (If site specific data are
unavailable, apply 70% to fitst runway, 25% to second runway.
For third and subsequent ruinways a site survey of projected IFR
runway usage will be requiTed), or

c. Calculate AiA'u Ly usin t:.oe SCI mcdel developed in Appendix C.

4. Enter recorded and required Alk'b foz the candidate runway as

indicated below. The co3ntributions of each category toward meeting
the criteria are summed. A runway with a total ratio of 1.0 or more
meets the AIA criteria.

User Category

Recorded AIA's = x.xx

Air Carrier Required AIA's

Recorded AIA's - x.xx

Air Taxi Required AIA's

Recorded AIA's - x.xx
General Aviation Required AIA's

Recorded AIA's = x.xx

Military Required AIA's

Total Ratio X.XX

17
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Table 6-1

MIS Qualifying AIA Count for Stated Minimum

Use: Category 300-3/4 400-3/4 400-1 500-1 600-1 800-1

Air Carrier

Hub 500 250 200 150 100 50
Non-Hub 900 500 400 300 200 100

Air Taxi 550 500 475 400 375 300

General Aviation 2700 2300 2000 1700 1400 900

Military 1100 1000 900 800 650 450

I
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Table 6-2
Discounted Growth Factors*

IFR Growth Factors Net Discoumt Fators
Discount 1991-1995 For Benefits

Year Factor AC AT Gh NIL AC AT Gh NIL

1981 0.953 1.014 1.160 1.078 1.000 0.966 1.105 1.027 0.953

1982 0.867 1.036 1.240 1.133 1.000 0.898 1.075 0.962 0.867

1983 0.788 1.072 1.360 1.244 1.000 0.845 1.072 0.980 0.788

1984 0.716 1.108 1.440 1.322 1.000 0.793 1.031 0.947 0.716

1985 0.651 1.129 1.600 1.422 1.000 0.735 1.042 0.926 0.651

1986 0.592 1.151 1.680 1.500 1.000 '0.681 0.995 0.888 0.592

1987 0.538 1.165 1.760 1.578 1.000 0.627 0.947 0.849 0.538

1988 0.489 1.165 1.920 1.644 1.000 0.570 0.939 0.804 0.489

1989 0.445 1.180 2.000 1.689 1.000 0.525 0.890 0.752 0.445

1990 0.404 1.187 2.080 1.756 1.000 0.480 0.840 0.709 0.404

1991 0.368 1.209 2.160 1.811 1.000 0.445 0.795 0.666 0.368

1992 0.334 1.223 2.240 1.856 1.000 0.408 0.748 0.620 0.334

1993 0.304 1.240 2.330 1.921 1.000 0.377 0.708 0.584 0.276

1994 0.276 1.257 2.420 1.986 1.000 0.347 0.668 0.548 0.276

1995 0.251 1.274 2.510 2.051 1.000 0.320 0.630 0.515 0.251
7.976 9.017 13.485 11.797 7.976

*Source: "FAA Aviation Forecasts, Fy 1981-1992, *Table 16, Sept. 1980 (Years
1993-95 Growth Data Were Extrapolated From Prior Years Data)

i
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VII. Sensitivity Analysis

The criteria developed in this analysis rely significantly on key

assumptions, estimates, and forecasts. The result or impact of the
criteria (i.e., the number of expected qualifiers), is heavily influenced
by the final sets of assumptions, estimates, and forecasts that are used
in the analysis. It is important to have an idea of the extent to which

the analysis results could shift with possible future changes in

parametric values. The approach chosen for this analysis wes to vary
some of the parameter values by given percentages and observe the

resulting impact on the number of potential qualifiers. The number of
possible parameter combinations and value changes is virtually

boundless. Therefore, it was necessary to limit the extent of the test

to those combinations and changes thought to be reasonable possibilities.

The values assigned some parameters are subject to more judgment and

uncertainty than are others. For example, the MLS equipment r'st
estimates reflect the best available knowledge of equipment vetIors.
Actual bidding, however, may result in costs somewhat higher or lower
than the current available estimates. Similarly, the aviation activity
forecasters assume, as they should, that there will be no severe shocks

(such as work stoppage or strikes) to the NAS system. But if and when
shocks occur the value of the forecasts diminishes.

This reasoning along with the scope of the analysis dictated the

selection of specific parameters used in the test. Table 7-1 summarizes
the results.

It can be seen from Table 7-1 that the criteria are sensitive to

significant variations in total 15-year discounted costs. In addition,
if projected traffic growth disagrees significantly from what actually

takes place, the impact is expected to be significant on the number of

potential qualifiers. When the parameters that influence the benefi'q
* and the 15-year discounted costs are moved in opposite directions i.*,

increase benefits, decrease costs; decrease benefits, increase cost.) not

surprisingly, the impact is significant. The probability of the
parameters varying by as much as indicated in the two combinations

presented may not be very high, but it useful to see what could result
should drastic events occur. On the other hand, the criteria do not

appear to be extremely sensitive to other parameters included in this

test, such as changes in the number of occupants, and likelihood of
accident occurrence.
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2KBLE 7-1
Changes in Parameter Values and Results

YEAR AND IMPACT

New MIS Qualifiers 1981 1985 1990 1995
From Basic Analysis 157 218 271 324

Vari able I Change , _

Traffic Growth Rate +10% 173 240 297 357
-10t 136 189 235 281

15 Yr Discounted Costs +50% 96 133 166 198
-50% 347 482 599 716

Number of Occupants +25% 164 228 283 338
-25% 141 196 243 .291

Injury/Fatality Costs +50% 172 239 297 355-50% 142 197 245 293

Damaged/1estroyed +25% 159 221 274 328
Aircraft Costs -25% 155 215 268 320

Accident Probabilities +20 172 239 297 355

-20% 149 207 257 307

15 Yr Discounted Costs +50%

Injury/Fatality Costs -50% 108 150 186 223
Damaged AC Costs -25%
Occupants -25%

15 Yr Discounted Costs -50%
Injury/Fatality Costs +50% 285 396 492 588
Damaged AC Costs +25%
Occupants +25%

I/Q= Number of new qualifiers after varying the parameter values.
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VIII. A Manual Method for Computing the Phase 1I Precision
Landing System Establishment Benefit/Cost Ratio

To facilitate understanding of the logic incorporated in the Phase I
screening process this chapter describes in detail a manual method for

computing the benefit/cost ratio. Included are worksheets to show how
field personnel might determine whether a runway is a candidate for MIS

installation. Figure 8-1 provides a format for applying the Phase I

criteria test that requires very little input data from regional offices,
e.g., IFR minima, IFR use of candidate runway. Figures 8-2 through 8-10
are incorporated to illustrate and describe the step-by-step procedure
for computing Phase II benefit cost ratios. This additional information
is included for the reader who desires a more detailed understanding of
the criteria mechanics.

The example in Figure 8-1 illustrates a one year, i.e., first year,
calculation of benefits. The procedure set forth in Figure 8-1 must be
repeated for each of the fifteen years in the useful life of the
project. The values for each year must be multiplied by the appropriate
discount factor taken from figure 8-9 and then summed to obtain 15-year
discounted benefits. The 15-year discounted benefits are divided by

15-year discounted costs found in Section B of Chapter III, thus giving
the B/C ratio.

22
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FIG. 8-1

Worksheet for Application of Benefit/Cost Analysis

Location Cleveland, Ohio Runway 24R

Airport Burke Lakefront BXL Hub (Yes/No) No

IFR Minima: Nonprecision 500-1 MLS 200 1/2

Increase in candidate runway use with MLS (from Table D-2) (A) 22.50

Estimated IFR use of candidate runway (B) 70%

MLS-equipped IFR aircraft (C): Air Carrier 100%

Air Taxi 100% General Aviation 98%

Military 100%

IFR augmentation factors: (A) x (B) x (C)

Air Carrier .1575

Air Taxi .1575

General Aviation .1544

Military .1575

Airport IFR AUG AVERTABLE
AVERTABLE FLIGHT DISRUPTIONS: AlAS x FACTOR FLT. DISR.

Air Carrier 494 .1575 78

Air Taxi 275 .1575 43

General Aviation 1409 .1544 218

Military 20 .1575 3

FLIGHT
COST PER AVERTABLE DISRUPTION

TOTAL FLIGHT DISRUPTION BENEFIT: DISIUPTION x FLT. DISR. - BENEFIT

Air Carrier $2370 78 $184860

Air Taxi 346 43 14878

General Aviation 154 218 33572

Military 428 3 1284

23
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FIG. 8-1 (Continued)

AIA'S TO RECEIVE TOTAL AIR- TOTAL RW
SAFETY BENEFITS: PORT AIA'S x (B) (C) - AIA's

Air Carrier 494 .70 1.00 346

Air Taxi 275 .70 1.00 193

General Aviation 1409 .70 .98 967

Military 20 .70 1.00 14

TOTAL SAFETY BENEFIT TOTAL
TOTAL SAFETY BENEFITS: RW AIA'S x PER APPROACH - SAFETY BENEFIT

Air Carrier 346 $ 32 $11072

Air Taxi 193 180 34740

General Aviation 967 35 33845

Military 14 132 1848

Total

TOTAL FLT. TOTAL SAFETY TOTAL
TOTAL BENEFITS: DIS. BENE. + BENEFITS - BENEFIT

Air Carrier $184860 $11072 $195932

Air Taxi 14878 34740 49618

General Aviation 33572 33845 67417

Military 1284 1848 3132

Total lot Year Benefits $316,099

2
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DETAILED MANUAL OMPUTATION OF PHASE II

The manual computation of the Phase II benefit-cost ratio quantifies the
expected life-cycle benefits by discounting future year benefits and
using a site-specific compound traffic growth rate. The computerized
Phase II benefit/cost screening will rely on official agency traffic
forecasts specific to the potential candidate site over fifteen years to
derive the present value of the expected life-cycle benefits.

The analysis time frame for the criteria will normally be the latest year
for which actual operation counts are available followed by 14 years of
forecasts.

The benefits portion of the analysis consists of two principal benefit
categories-safety benefits and averted flight disruption benefits. The
method for calculating each type of benefit is described separately
followed by a description of how to properly obtain the life cycle value
of the benefits and also a description of how to combine the benefits
information with the cost values to derive the benefit/cost ratio.

Enter in Column (A) of worksheet 8 the fifteen years to be covered in the

calculations and begin with Step A below.

Step A. Calculate BRF-Reference Fig. 8-2, Worksheet 1.

1. Enter LOCID and year.

2. In column (A) enter the historical landing accident rate per

non-precision instrument approach.

3. In column (B) enter the fraction of fatalities during nonprecision
approach accidents.

4. In column (C) enter the average number of occupants.

5. Enter the product of columns (A), (B), and (C) in Column (D). The
product is the expected number of fatalities per non-precisLon
instrument approach.

6. In column (E) enter the historical landing accident rate per
precision instrument approach.

7. In column (F) enter the fraction of fatalities during precision
approach accidents.

8. In column (G) enter the product of columns (E) (F) and (G). This is
the expected number of fatalities per precision instrument approach.

9. In column (H) subtract column (G) from column (D). This is the
reduction in the expected number of fatalities per instrument
approach.
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10. Enter the expected number of precision instrument approaches in

column (I).

11. Enter the value of life in column (J).

12. Multiply columns (H), (I) and (J) and enter in column (K).

13. This is the benefit of reducing the number of fatalities.

14. Sum all of the BRF's at the bottom of the page for a total BRY
benefit for year (j).

15. Enter the value of BRF on Fig. 8-8.

Step B. Calculate BRMI-Ref. Fig. 8-3, Worksheet 2

1. Enter LOCID and year.

2. In column (A) enter the historical landing accident rate per
non-precision instrument approach.

3. In column (B) enter the fraction of minor injuries during
non-precision approach accidents.

4. In column (C) enter the average number of occupants.

5. Enter the product of columns (A), (B), and (C) in Column (D). The
product is the expected number of minor injuries per non-precision
instrument approach.

6. In column (E) enter the historical accident rate per precision
instrument approach.

7. In column (F) enter the fraction of minor injuries during precision
approach accidents.

8. In column (G) enter the product of columns (), (F) and (G). This Is
the expected number of minor injuries per precision instrument
approach.

9. In column (H), subtract column (G) from (D). This the reduction in
the expected number of minor injuries per instrument approach.

10. Enter the expected number of precision instrument approaches in

column (I).

11. Enter the value of a minor injury in column (J).

12. Multiply columns (H) (I) and (J) and enter in column ().

13. This is the benefit of reducing the number of minor injuries.
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14. Sum all of the BRKI's at the bottom of the worksheet fcr a total DMI

benefit for year (j).

15. Enter the value of BRI on Fig. 8-8.

Step C. Calculate BRSI-Reference Fig. 8-4 Worksheet 3

1. Enter LOCID and year..

2. In column (A) enter the historical landing accident rate per
non-precision instrument approach.

3. In column (B) enter the fraction of serious injuries during

non-precision approach accidents.

4. In column (C) enter the average number of occupants.

5. Ent-. the product of columns (A) (B) and (C) in column (D). The
prod&,t is the expected number of serious injuries per non-precision
instrument approach.

6. In column (E) enter the historical accident rate per precision
instrument approach.

7. In column (F) enter the fraction of serious injuries during precision
approach accidents.

8. In column (G) enter the product of columns (E), (F) and (C). This is
the expected number of serious injuries per precision instrument
approach.

9. In column (H), subtract column (G) from (D). This is the reduction
in the expected number of serious injuries per instrument approach.

10. Enter the expected number of precision instrument approaches in
column (M).

11. Enter the value of a serious injury in column (J).

12. Multiply columns (H), (I), and (J) and enter in column (K).

13. This is the benefit of reducing the number of serious injuries.

14. Sum all of the BRSI'8 at the bottom of the worksheet for a total BRS
benefit fcr year (j).

15. Enter the value of 3RSI on Fig. 8-8.

2
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Step D. Calculate BED Reference Pig. 8-5 Worksheet 4

1. Enter LOCID and year.

2. In column (A) enter the historical landing accident rate per
non-precision instrument approach.

3. In column (B) enter the probability of destroying an aircraft during
non-precision instrument approach accidents.

4. In column (C) enter the product of columns (A) and (B). This is the
expected number of destroyed aircraft per non-precision instrument
approach.

5. In column (D) enter the historical landing accident rate per
precision instrument approach.

6. In column (E) ercer the probability of destroying an aircraft during
precision inst.*ment approach accidents.

7. In column (F) enter the product of columns (D) and (E). This is the
expected number of destroyed aircraft per precision instrument
approach.

8. In column (G) subtract column (F) from column (C). This is the
reduction in the expected number of destroyed aircraft per instrument
approach.

9. Enter the expected number of precision instrument approaches in
column (H).

10. Enter the cost of replacing an aircraft in column (I).

11. Multiply columns (G), (H) and (I) and enter in column (J). This is
the benefit of reducing the number of destroyed aircraft.

12. Sum all of the BRD's at the bottom of the page for a total B10
benefit for year (J).

13. Enter the value of BED on Fig. 8-8.

Step E. Calculate BRS-Reference Fig. 8-6 Wrksheet 5

1. Enter LOCID and year.

2. In column (A) enter the historical landing accident rate per
non-precision instrument approach.

3. In column (B) enter the probability of substantially damaging an
aircraft during non-precision instrument approach accidents.
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4. In column (C) enter the product of columns (A) and (B). This is the
expected number of substantially damaged aircraft per non-precision
instrument approach.

5. In column (D) enter the historical landing accident rate per
precision instrument approach.

6. In column (E) enter the probability of substantially damaging an
aircraft during precision instrument approach accidents.

7. In column (F) enter the product of columns (D) and (E). This is the
expected number of substantially damaged aircraft per precision
instrument approach.

8. In column (G) subtract column (F) from column (C). This is the
reduction in the expected number of substantially damaged aircraft
per instrument approach.

9. Enter the expected number of precision instrument approaches in
column (H).

10. Enter the cost of restoring a substantially damaged aircraft in
column (I).

11. Multiply columns (G), (H) and (I) and enter in column (J). This is
the benefit of reducing the number of substantially damaged aircraft.

12. Sum all of the BRS's at the bottom of the page for a total BRS
benefit for year (j).

13. Enter the value of BRS on Fig. 8-8.

I
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The calculation of averted flight disruption, or efficiency, benefits
involves the valuation of the time saved and expenses avoided when the
presence of a precision landing aid increases the ability of airports to
receive landing aircraft during IFR weather conditions. Monetary
benefits are credited to the additional instrument approaches, made
possible by the presence of the precision aid, that otherwise would not
have been possible.

The step by step procedures for calculating averted flight disruption
benefits for a specific site or runway are described oelow.

1. When possible determine the fleet mix that is expected to utilize the
runway in question. Otherwise, substitute the national fleet
composition that is provided by headquarters.

2. Based on the fleet mix, identify the average number of passengers by
user class. One method for deriving this value is described in the
critical values appendix. (Note: The number of passengers and
occupants are equal for the general aviation and military user
classes.

3. For each user class, using the averted flight disruption cost
equations developed in appendix B, and the appropriate number of
passengers for each user class, compute the value of an averted
flight disruption.

4. For each year (j) and each user class (i) calculate the number of
annual instrument approaches using the model and equations developed
in appendix C.

5. Calculate the additional percentage of time the airport or runway is
expected to be open due to the reduction in minima, i.e., the weather
improvement factor. Employ the methods described in appendix D.

6. Select the appropriate avionics equippage rate for each user class.

The equipment rates have been determined as follows:

Air Carrier - 100%
Air Taxi - 100
General Aviation - 98
Military - 100

7. Apply the appropriate runway utilization factor: 70% if it is the

first precision landing system at the airport, 25% if it is the

second (provided that site-specific factors are unavailable).

Mathematically, the benefits of averted flight disruptions are measured
by the following relationship:

VFD(i) x AIA (i, j) x Wx x EQR (i) x RU BFD(i)

where
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VFD(i) = the value of an averted flight disruption for the ith
user class (i - 1, 2, 3, 4, 5; 1 - air carrier hub, 2 a air
carrier non-hub, 3 - air taxi, 4 - general aviation, 5 -
military.

AIA(i, j) = annual instrument approaches for the ith user class
in the jth year.

WX  the additional percentage of time the airport would be
open after the minima were lowered, i.e., the weather
improvement factor.

EQR(i) - the avionics equipage rate for the ith user class.

RU = the runway utilization factor: 70% if runway
represents the first precision landing aid at the
airport, 25% if it represents the second (when
site-specific values are not available).

BFD(i,j) = the averted flight disruption benefits for the ith
user class in the jth year.

Worksheets are provided to facilitate the manual computation of these
values as well. A cop of the worksheet and instructions for its use are
included below.

Step F. Calculate BFD-Reference Fig. 8-7, Worksheet 6

1. Enter LOCID and year.

2. In column (A) enter the value of an averted flight disruption for
each user class.

3. In column (B) enter the number of annual instrument approaches for
each user class.

4. In column (C) enter the weather improvement factor (the result of
reducing minima to 200 1/2 from existing levels).

5. In column (D) enter the avionics equipage rate for each user class.

6. In column (E) enter the runway utilization factor.

7. In column (F) enter the product of columns (A), (B), (C), (D) and
CE). This is the total flight disruption benefit for a runway in the
reference year for each user class.

8. Sum all the values of column (F) and enter at the bottom of the
page. This is the total flight disruption benefit for the runway in
the reference year.
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STEP G - Computation of Total Annual Benefit, Fig. 8-8, Worksheet 7.

1. Sum all of the safety benefit values to obtain Bene 1.

2. Find the total flight disruption (efficiency) benefit on worksheet 6
and enter it on worksheet 7. This is Bene 2.

3. Add Bene 1 to Bene 2 to obtain Bene T, the total benefit for the
reference year.

STEP H - Computation of Present Value of Benefits, Fig. 8-9, Worksheet 8.

1. Enter the BeneT's for each year in column (B).

2. Multiply the values by the corresponding discount factor found in
column (C) and enter the results in column (D).

3. Sum all of the discounted present value benefits of column (D) to
obtain total discounted present value benefits, BENEPV

STEP I - Computation of Present Value of Costs, and Benefit/Cost Ratio,
Fig. 8-10, worksheet 9

1. Enter the value for BENEPV found in STEP H in the blank space
provided on worksheet 9.

2. The ratio BENEPV/COSTPV gives the benefit/cost ratio.

I
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FIGURE 8-7

COMPUTATION OF AVERTED FLIGHT DISRUPTION BENEFIT - BFD

Worksheet 6

LOC ID (A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F)

Hub (mS/NO) (A) x (B) x (C) x (D) x (E)
Year VFD(i) AIA(ij) Wx EQR(i) RU - BFD(W)

Air Carrier

Hub $5167
Non Hub $2370

Air Taxi $ 346

General Aviation $ 154

Military $ 428

Total

3
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FI GORE 8-8

COMPUMTION OF TOTAL AIUAL BENEFIT

WORKS VT 7

Total Safety Benefit

Benel BRF + BRMI + BRSI + BlD + BRS

+ + + +

Total Efficiency Benefit

5
Bene2 I BFD(i)

i-i

Total Benefit

Benel + Bene2 - + - - BNM

I
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FIBRG 8-9

Computation of Present Value of Denefits - BENEPV

Wor ksheet 8

LOCID

(A) (B) (C) (D)

TOML BENEFIT DISCOUNT FACTR PRESENT VALUE

YEKR BEN]' ($K) (BASED ON 100) (B) x (C)

1. 0.953

2. 0.867

3. 0.788

4. 0.716

5. 0.651

6. 0.592

7. 0.538

8. 0.489

9. 0.445

10. 0.404

11. 0.368

12. 0.334

13. 0.304

14. 0.276

15. 0.251

TOTAL BENEPV ,
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IGRE 8-10

Computation of Present Value of Costs and Benefit/Cost Ratio

Wor ksheet 9

LOCID

MLS Establishment

COSTPV - (7.976 x COSTA) + COSTI

COSTPV - (7.976 x 56,000) + $936,000

COSTPV - (446,656 + 936,000 - $1,382,656

COSTPV a ($1383 Thousands of Dollars)

Benefit/Cost Ratio

BENEIW/COSTPV - $___/$1383
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Appendix A Page A-i

Appendix A

Previous Precision Landing System Establishment Criteria

The Instrument Landing System (ILS) Criteria published in 1975 replaced
the old set of ILS criteria that set a requirement for minimum airport
activity levels as the justification for the installation of the ILS.
The 1975 criteria incorporated airport activity into a methodology for
computing economic benefits and ultimately benefit/cost comparison
criteria. These criteria are reproduced below.

The new MLS criteria reflect the most recent FAA approved set of critical
values. In addition, unlike in the previous criteria where the safety
benefits are measured primarily as a function of the reduction in the

incidence of accidents, the new criteria improve upon this measure by
taking into account the differences in the severity of non-precision
approach and precision accidents.

Previous ILS Establishment Criteria

1. Establishment

An airport where scheduled air carrier turbojet operations are
conducted on a sustained basis, or any other airport which meets the
annual instrument approach criteria in paragraph 2, is a candidate
for Category I ILS with an approach light system. (Provisions that
are not relevant to this discussion have been omitted, e.g., the

operation must be safe, runway lights are required, etc.)

2. Annual Instrument Approach Criteria

An airport is a candidate for an initial or a multiple ILS with
approach lights when the annual instrument approaches recorded for
the runway on which the ILS is to be installed meet or exceed any
combination of the conditions shown in Table A-1.

* 3. Benefit/Cost Screening

ILS candidates identified by the above procedures will be screened in
FA& Headquarters using the benefit/cost technique described in this
report. FAA regional offices shall submit data required for
screening purposes with their responses to the annual Call for
Estimates. This provision does not apply to airports that qualify

for an initial ILS under the air carrier turbojet service criterion.
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Appendix A Page A-2

TABLE A-i

Annual Instrument Approach Criteria

Nonprecision Approach Minimums
User on the Candidate ILS Runway

Category 300-3/4 400-3/4 400-1 500-1 600-1 700-1

*Air Carrier

Large Hub 300 200 150 100 75 50
Medium Hub 400 250 200 150 100 75
Small Hub 500 300 250 175 125 100
Nonhub 1,000 600 500 350 250 200

Air Taxi 750 550 475 375 300 225

General
Aviation 2,500 2,000 1,800 1,500 1,200 900

NOTE: These AIA levels apply only when the ILS will give minimums of
200-1/2 or the equivalent; if lesser minimums are achievable,
consult with the Office of Aviation Policy and Plans to
determine procedures (criteria) that are applicable.

To determine whether an airport meets Annual Instrument Approach (AIA)
criteria:

o Determine the least approach minimums currently authorized for the
largest aircraft using the candidate runway, e.g., 500-1.

o Reference the above table to select the qualifying numbers of AIA's
on the candidate runway for each user category, e.g., small hub -
175, air taxi - 375, general aviation - 1500.*

o Compute the number of recorded AIA's on the candidate runway for each

user category as follows:

1. Determine the AIA's by an on-site survey; or

2. Calculate the AIA's by estimating the percentage of the total
airport AIA's that used the candidate runway. Multiply this
percentage by the total airport AIA's to determine the recorded
AIA's.

o Enter recorded and qualifying AIA's for the candidate runway as
indicated below. The contribution of each category toward meeting
the criteria is determined by summation. A runway with a total ratio
of 1.0 or more meets the AIA criteria.

*Hub designation is determined by enplanements at candidate airports.

= -" l .- i - • 2 ",



Appendix A Page A-3

User Category

Air Carrier: Recorded AIA's a x.xx
Qualifying AIA's

Air Taxi: Recorded AIA's a x.xx
Qualifying AIA's

General Aviation: Recorded AIA's - x.xx
Qualifying AIA' s

Total Ratio x.xx

4. Discontinuance

a. At an airp.'rt where scheduled air carrier turbojets operate the
ILS shall not be decommissioned. At an airport where air
carrier turbojet operations are discontinued and are not
forecast to be resumed, the discontinuance criteria in 4(b)
shall apply.

b. Airports having no scheduled air carrier turbojet operations are
candidates for decommissioning of an IW when the instrument
approach activity falls to two-thirds* of the qualifying level.
The decommissioning of an IW shall be justified by a
benefit/cost study.

Provisions for installing ILS at remote locations, for training, and for
noise abatement have been retained.

*Annual O&M costs are about two-thirds of prorated investment costs.

I,
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APPENDIX B

BENEFITS OF REDUCED FLIGHT DISRUPTION

I. INTRODUCTION

Landing aids can help reduce flight disruptions by lowering landing
minima. A landing aircraft can descend to 200 feet before attempting to
land with a precision landing system. In contrast, a non-precision
system typically allows descents only to 500 or 600 feet. To compute the
benefit of a landing aid, the number of flights for which the aid avoids
disruption is calculated, and multiplied by the unit cost of the
disruption. This appendix develops that cost. Costs have been developed
separately for air carrier, air taxi, general aviation, and military.
Costs for air carrier aircraft are also separated by whether the flight
is operating at a hub or nonhub airport. Benefits for reduced
disruptions are based on assed operating scenarios that describe the
flow of events when a flight is disrupted because the destination weather
is below landing minima.

When weather conditions are so poor that the possibilities of a safe
landing are doubtful, one of four things can happen depending upon the
circumstances: (1) an aircraft can circle the airport until conditions
improve (delay); if poor conditions persist, the pilot may choose either
to (2) fly to a nearby airport where conditions are better (diversion),
or (3) in the case of a multi-legged flight, continue to the next
sceduled stop (overflight); (4) if poor weather is forecast for an
extended period, a flight may be canceled (cancellation).

Weather-caused flight disruptions-delays, diversions, overflights, and
cancellations-impose economic penalties on both aircraft operators and
users. Delays and diversions increase aircraft operating costs, while
overflights and cancellations result in loss of revenue. In addition,
extra passenger-handling expenses result from each type of disruption.
Passengers themselves suffer inconvenience and delay.

II. AIR CARRIER FLIGHT DISNIPTIONS

A. Scenario Development

Flight disruptions of air carrier flights vary depending on the length of
the flight, and whether the destination airport is a hub. In long-haul
operations, airlines seldom cancel because the destination airport is
forecast to be closed. If on arrival the destination airport is forecast
to open within thirty minutes or so, the aircraft will hold. Otherwise,
it will divert to another airport.

Short-and medium haul flights tend to take delays on the ground at the
departure airport to conserve fuel and to ease congestion problems at
destination. This saves equipment operating costs but not crew costs nor

" IB-1
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the cost of passenger delay time. If the below-minima weather at the
destination is forecast to persist, the flight may be canceled. If the
airport is an intermediate stop along a route, it may be overflown,
creating a diversion for passengers intending to land and a cancellation
for those expecting to board the aircraft.

Airport facilities also affect flight scenarios. Most hub airports have
precision approaches with lower landing minima, and with lower minima,
the chance that the weather will improve in the short term is greater.
Additionally, most hubs are served by larger aircraft, on the average,
than small airports, making diversion or cancellation costs relatively
high. Consequently, flights into large airports are more likely to be
delayed rather than diverted or canceled, than are flights into small
airports. Because of these differences, separate flight disruption cost
estimating equations have been developed for hub airports and for non-hub
airports.

L. Air Carrier Delays

A sample of National Airspace Command Center (NASCOM) reported delays was
examined for the six quarter period from the beginning of 1980 to mid
year 1981.1/ It included days when below minima weather caused a
significant number of delays of varying durations, as well as days where
the number of weather-caused delays were comparably smaller. Analysis
revealed that average delays are 45 minutes at hub airports (30 minutes
at non-hub airports). The 45 minutes are broken down into 15 minutes
airborne and 30 minutes ground delay, based on FAA's Central Flow Control
goal to limit airborne delay to an average of 15 minutes.

Bl. Costs Associated With Passengers: Passengers on the delayed flight
will be delayed in and with the aircraft for 45 minutes at hubs, 30 at

non-hubs. But passengers on a following flight may also be delayed
because the aircraft was late arriving to pick them up. Equipment
turnaround time, however, normally includes about 15 minutes of slack
time. By foregoing scheduled slack time at intermediate stops, delayed
flights are able to make up some lost time during subsequent legs.
Nevertheless, boarding passengers would still have waited for the delayed
flight, and be delayed as much as passengers on the preceding legs, less
the time made up due to foregone slack time.

An expression for passenger delay can be derived by examining what
happens to each passenger on an aircraft while it is delayed, and to each

subsequent passenger. A sample of 624 flights from the Official Airline
Guide was analyzed to estimate that, on the average, an aircraft arriving

at a destination has one additional destination to serve. (Some
destinations are the final one for that flight, while flights to other
destinations have several additional destinations.) Given a delay on the
initial leg of L minutes, the n passengers on that leg experience an
L-minute delay. On the remaining leg of the flight, the passengers
experience a delay of L-15 minutes. The total delay is therefore
approximately n x (2L-15). For L equals 45 minutes delay at hub
airports, the total delay is 1.25 hours x n passengers.

I/NASCOM cot., Les statistics only for flight delays exceeding
30 minutes. NASCOM data are considered appropriate for MLS analysis as
weather-caused flight disruptions are typically of this duration or longer.

B-2
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The situation is slightly different at non-hub airports, because it is
assumed that half of the passengers are through passengers, and are only
delayed once. For a thirty minute delay on the leg to the non-hub
destination, all of the passengers are delayed thirty minutes (30 x n).
The n/2 boarding passengers on the next leg get the benefit of the 15
minute foregone slack time and are delayed n/2 x 15 minutes.

But the n/2 through passengers who experienced the initial 30 minute
delay will enjoy the 15 minutes worth of slack time that is foregone,
thus, reducing their total delay to 15 minutes also. The total delay,
then is (n/2 x 30) + (n/2 x 15) + (n/2 x 15) - 15n + 7.5n + 7.5n - 30n or
.5 hours x n passengers.

B2. Costs Proportional to Aircraft Hours:

When an aircraft is delayed on the ground at a hub a~rport, the carriers
incur crew costs. When it is airborne, full aircrait operating costs ae
incurred. The ground delay costs incurred by airlines are partially
offset by their ability to forego scheduled slack time. The 15 minutes
worth of slack time assumed in the passenger delay analysis is also
assumed for the aircraft ground delay, so that the thirty minute
estimated ground delay is reduced to 15 minutes. The percentage of total
aircraft variable-operating costs attributable to crew was determined
from data on pp. 55-59 in Reference B-5. Crew costs account for
approximately 26% of aircraft operating costs. Using the term AOCl for
aircraft hourly operating cost at hub airports, the following expressions
result:

For Airborne Delay: .25 hours x AOC1
For Ground Delay: .25 hours x .26 x AOCI
Total: .32 x AOC1

Similarly for non-hub airports, with the 30 minute delay apportioned into
airborne delays of 10 minutes and ground delays of 20 minutes less 15
minutes of foregone slack time, and AOC2 representing the operating
cost of aircraft at non-hubs:

For Airborne Delay: .17 hours x AOC2
For Ground Delay: .08 hours x .26 x AOC2
Total: .19 x AOC2

B3. Summary Air Carrier Delay Costs:

Combining the expressions above, the total cost per delayed air carrier
aircraft for a value of passengers time equal to (VPT), is estimated to
be

at hubs: (1.25 VPT) n + 0.32 AOC 1

at non-hubs: (.5 VPT) n + 0.19 AOC2

B-3
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C. Air Carrier Cancellations

Unless extremely poor weather is forecast to remain for several hours,
airlines do not cancel flights. But given a flight cancellation, the
airline incurs passenger handling expenses, and passengers suffer delay.
The airline also suffers lost profit, losing the revenue from the flight
while saving its operating costs.

Cl. Costs proportional to aircraft hours: There are two costs
proportional to aircraft hours of operation - the cost saved when the
airline does not have to operate the flight, and the cost incurred when
the canceled flight must be repositioned for a future flight.

Trunk airlines are more typical of those operating at hub airports, while
local service airlines are more the norm at non-hubs. The average
duration of a trunk air carrier aircrat, flight in FY 1978 was 1.25
hours, and that length was taken as the hours of operation avo-ded by a
flight canceled at a hub airport. Local service durations were assumed
for non-hubs, an average of 0.58 hours.

Aircraft sometimes must be repositioned after a cancellation. An average
of 1/2 hour extra flying time for the repositioning is asswued, and it
is estimated that 1/3 of canceled aircraft must be repositioned.
Averaged for all cancellations, this yields ten minutes extra flying time
per cancellation (1/2 hour applied to 1/3 of the cancellations).

The following expressions of cost to the air carrier from cancellations
result from the above analysis:

Hub Non-hub
Repositioning aircraft (1/6 hour) 0.167 AOC1  0.167 AOC2
Less direct operating savings - 1.25 AOC 1  - 0.58 AOC2
Total - 1.083 AOC 1  - 0.413 AOC2

These net values actually represent the operating cost savings that

result from a cancelled flight. The true profit loss would be reduced by
these amounts.

C2. Costs Associated With Passengers: There are two costs associated
with passengers, the lost revenue, which is a cost to the airline, and
the delay, which is a cost to the passenger.

The prospective passenger must decide whether to schedule another flight,
cancel his trip altogether, or seek alternate modes of transport. If the
passenger elects to wait for the next available flight, the airline, or
air carriers taken as a whole, retain the passenger's ticket revenue with
little added expense, since flights do not generally operate at
capacity. If the passenger does not continue by air, the revenue is lot
to air carriers. Based on discussions with airline personnel, United
Research (B-3) developed estimates of the percentage of passengers who,
after a cancellation, ended up on another flight. The estimates ranged
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from 30% for short trips, to 80% on longer trips. Today's airline
personnel could not update or verify these percentages. Because the

reliability and speed of air transportation has been improved, however,

80% -- the upper end of the United Research range -- was assumed for this

study. This is expressable as a per passenger cost to the airline of 20%

of the average revenue per passenger, expressed as .2 RPC.

It was determined through conversations with airline operations personnel

that passengers waiting for flights that are later cancelled could easily

have already spent two hours at an airport waiting for the weather to
improve. After the weather improves, passengers must wait for the next

available flight, which, according to the same sources, could easily add
three hours of delay. It is assumed, then, that on average a cancelled

flight results in a total of five hours of delay per passenger. This

delay applies to the etti'sted eighty per cent of those passengers

thought to continue with their original plans to fly and also the

remaining passenger. who divert to surface transportation modes.

The per passenger costs nrp:

Extra handling expense "CLC
Revenue Loss .2 RPC

Lost time (5 hours) 5 VpT
1oral VpT + Vr[C + .2 RPC

C3. Summar Costs"' Ai- %arier Cancellrtions:

The following exressios sm the costs for passengers and aircraft

operating costs derived above

for hubs: (5 V1,T + VC? ( + .2 RPC)n - 1.083 AOCI

for non-hubs: (5 VpT + VCLC - .2 RPC)u - 0.413 AOC 2

Cancellation of a flight rpults, an eLtimated one half of the time, in

a cancellation of the foil lwing trip which the aircraft was scheduled to

serve. Therefore, the expressions are multiplied by 1.5.

For hubs: 1.5 ((5 VFT + VCL C + .2 RPC)n - 1.083 AOC1 )
For non-hubs: 1.5 ((5 VPT + V C + .2 RPC)n - 0.413 AOC2 )

D. Air Carrier Diversions

Dl. Costs proportional to aircraft hours: Arriving aircraft may divert

to another airport if below minima weather is forecast for extended

periods. Diverting aircraft is costly. Additional flying time in

holding over the original destination airport and then flying to an
alternate destination was estimated to average one hour. After the

weather improves, the aircraft usually must be ferried to another airport

before it resumes scheduled operations, for an additional estimated

half-hour. The total additional flight time per diversion is therefore

estimated at 1-1/2 hours, or 1.5 AOC I .

p-5
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D2. Costs Associated With Passengers: It is also necessary to consider
lost passenger time in assessing diversion impacts. One hour is
immediately lost because of additional flight time. To this must be
added the additional time required for the passenger to reach his desired
destination. This may take the form of air or surface transportation and
may involve providing passengers meals and overnight lodging. If the
return trip is by air, an extra hour of flight time is estimated plus two
hours of waiting for the destination airport to accept arriving
aircraft. Similar amounts of time are likely for surface
transportation. Total time lost due to a flight disruption thus adds up
to four hours per passenger. Airlines incur extra passenger-handling
expenses of food, housing, and return-trip fare. The per passenger
expense is thus:

Extra handling expense VDVC
Lost time (4 hours) 4 VPT

Total 4 VpT + VDVC

D3. Secondary Effects of Diversions: At non-hub airports, there is a
secondary effect, because the following trip on which the aircraft was
scheduled to depart may be canceled. From fragmentary information
obtained from airline data, it was estimated that this occurs on half of
the non-hub flights. The cancellation cost developed above in Section C
suggests that the per passenger costs in a cancellation are:

5 VpT + VCLC + .2 RPC

The direct aircraft operating cost savings from avoiding the canceled leg
are 0.58 AOC2 . Combining these terms, and multiplying by .5 to account
for the estimate that half of the flights are affected, the secondary
effect of a diversion at a non-hub airport is:

0.5 ((5 VpT + VCLC + .2 RPC)n - 0.58 AOC2 )

D4. Summary Air Carrier Diversion Costs:

Hubs: combining the terms derived above, the costs associated with the
diversion of an air carrier aircraft from a hub airport is:

(4 VpT + VDVC)n + 1.5 (AOC1 )

At non-hubs:

(4 VpT + VDVC)n + 1.5 (AOC2 )
+ 0.5 ((5 VpT + VCLC + .2 RPC)n - 0.58 AOC 2 )

or (6.5 VPT + VDVC + .5 (VCLC + .2 RPC))n + 1.21 AOC 2

B-6
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E. Air Carrier Overflights

Overflight costs apply at non-hub airports only. An overflight does ot
increase aircraft operating costs; in fact, when a stop is bypassed and
the aircraft proceeds directly to its next destination, total flying time
is reduced. These savings are offset in those instances when the pilot
holds for .a few minutes over his intended destination while he decides
whether he should or should not attempt a landing.

An overflight results in a diversion for passengers intending to deplane
and a cancellation for passengers intending to board the aircraft. The
airlines incur extra passenger handling expenses when stops are
overflown, just as they do with other diversions and cancellations; and
passengers, whether enplaning or deplaning, experience delays. For these
reasons, in this study an overflight has been equated to a diversion plus
a cancellation and, except for increased aircraft operating costs, costed
accordingly.

El. Costs associated withsseners:

For diverted passengers;
Passenger handling expense VDV C
Lost time (4 hours) 4 VPT

Tctal 4 VPT + VDVC

For canceled passengers;
Passenger handling e xpense VCLC
Lost time (1; hours) 5 VpT
Revenue Los .2 RPC

Total 5 VPT + VCLC + .2 RPC

E2. Sumnary Cost of Air Cdr.ier Overflights:

(9 VpT + VDVC + VCLC + .2 RPC)n

where n is the number of p,3sengers.

F. Relative Ft .-o ufncy of Flight Disruptions

In this section the relative distribution of the flight disruption

categories is derived so that the cost equations determined above for
each kind of disruption, can be weighted and combined into a single
expression.

Civil Aeronautics Board Statistics and a methodology developed by United

Research Inc. in 1962 (B-3) are used to develop frequency estimates. An
informal survey of five airlines was taken to test the current validity
of the United Research results. Appropriate changes were made.
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The CAB/FAA statistics (B-2) reproduced below show that 2.5% of
certificated route air carrier departures in CY 1980 were canceled at hub
airports, 8.2% at non-hubs.

Hub Number CY 1980 Departures Scheduled Completed*
Classification of Hubs Scheduled Nmber Percent

Large 25 2,905,923 2,840,474 97.7
Medium 41 1,058,438 1,031,238 97.4
Small 76 608,738 588,536 96.7

Hubtotal 142 4,573,099 4,460,248 97.5"*

Non-hub 486 606,383 557,165 91.8

*Excludes extra sections **Average percentage

United Research found that about 2/3 of air carrier cancellations, on an
annual basis, were due to weather. They also found that air carrier
diversions were about 1/6 as frequent as cancellations and that 5/6 of
these diversions were caused by weather. The airline survey supported
the United Research findings, except that the survey suggests the ratio
of diversions to cancellations is closer to 1/10 than 1/6.

Weather-Caused Cancellations - 2.5% x 2/3
W 1.7% of all flights

Weather-Caused Diversions - 2.5 x 1/10 x 5/6
0.21% of all fliqhts

Using data contained in a recent VO report, "Airfield and Airspace
Capcity/Delay Policy Analysis," December 1981 - it is estimated that
about 6.6% of all air carrier departures and about 13.2% of all air
carrier arrivals were delayed 15 minutes or longer in 1980. Data
collected by the FAA through its NASCOM program shows that of delays to
IFR aircraft of over 30 minutes for the period 1971-80, an average of 29%
were due to weather. Applying the NASCOM percentage to the APO delay
data suggests that 13% of flights x 29% due to weather - 3.8% of all
flights.

Recapitulating, for hub airports:

Large Air Carrier Airports
Weather-Caused Normalized

Flight Disruption Percent of All Flights Distribution I

Delays 3.8 67
Cancell ati ons 1.7 30
Diversions 0.2 3

5.7 100
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Given that in 1980, 8.2% of all air carrier flights into non-hub airports

were canceled, estimates for the percentage of weather-caused
cancellations, and diversions can be derived following the method used to
estimate these rates fr hub airports.

Weather-Caused Cancellations - 8.2 x 2/3
= 5.5% of all flights

Weather-Caused Diversions M 8.2 x 1/10 x 5/6
M= 0.7% of all flights

Informal survey of several commuter air carriers revealed that 20-30% of
the cancellations result from overflights. Choosing 25%, and applying it
to the 5.5% cancellations, yields that overflights account for 1.4% of
all flights, with 4.1% remaining as pure cancellations. The delay
experience at non-hubs is similar to hubs.

We then have for non-hub airports:

Non-hub Air CarLier Ar': 7

Weather-Caused Normalized
Flight Disruption Percent of All Flights Distribution %

Delays 3.8 38
Diversions .7 7
Cancellations 4.1 41
Overflights 1.4 14

10.0 100

G. Summary Air Carrier Flight Disruption Costs

Total estimated costs associated with weather-caused disruptions of air
carrier flights can be determined by weighting the cost of each type of
disruption by its proportional frequency of occurrence and then combining
them into one equation. For each equation, Pach term was multiplied by
the weight for that equation and a product obtained. Then, like
variables were sunned and then grouped similar to the original equations
into a single equation which represents the average cost of air carrier
flight disruptions. (This procedure was also followed in developing cost
equations for the other user-categories). The individual equations,
their respective weights, and the resulting average equations are
summarized below.

B-9
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Hub Airports:

Disruption Cost Equation Weight

Delays (1.25 VpT)n + 0.32 AOC1  0.67

Cancellation 1.5 ((5 VpT + VCLC + .2 RPC)n - 1.083 AOC1 ) 0.30

Diversions (4 VPT + VDVC)n + 1.5 (AOCI ) 0.03
1.00

The average cost of air carrier flight disruptions at hub airports is
thus estimated to be:

(3.21 VpT + 0.03 VDVC + 0.45 (VCLC + .2 RPC))n - 0.24 AOC1

Non-Hub Airports:

Disruption Cost Equation Weight

Delays (.5 VPT)n + 0.19 AOC2  0.38

Cancellation 1.5 ((5 VpT + VCLC + .2 RPC)n - 0.413 AOC2) 0.41

Diversions (6.5 VpT + VDVC + .5 (VCLC + .2 RPC))n + 1.21 AOC2  0.07

Overflights (9 VPT + VDVC + VCLC + .2 RPC)n 0.14
1.00

The average cost of air carrier flight disruptions at non-hub airports is
thus estimated to be:

(4.98 VpT + 0.21 VDVC + 0.79 (VCLC + .2 RPC))n - 0.10 AOC 2

III. AIR TAXI FLIGHT DISRUPTIONS

Little data exist on the behavior of air taxi aircraft operators when
faced with weather-caused flight disruptions. Air taxis were assumed to
operate in much the same manner as the certificated route air carriers at
non-hub airports, and the equations developed are similar. But because
the aircraft are smaller and carry fewer passengers, different values are
developed in section VII of this appendix for parameters in the equations.

A. Air Taxi Delay

Al. Costs proportional to aircraft hours: Air taxi delay were assumed
the same as the non-hub air carriers (30 minutes total, 10 airborne, 20
ground but no 15 minutes of foregone slack time), but the percentage of
operating costs represented by crew, as taken from reference B-5, wan 39%
for air taxis. Aircraft operating costs for weather delayed air taxi
aircraft would then be:
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For airborne delay: 0.17 hours x AOC 3
For ground delay : 0.33 hours x 0.39 x AOC

Total delay : 0.30 AOC 3

where AOC 3 represents air taxi variable operating costs per airborne
hour.

A2. Costs Associated With Passengers: Passenger delays were assumed
identical to those for air carriers at non-hub airports (0.5 hours per
passenger).

A3. Summary Air Taxi Delay Costs: The total cost per delayed air taxi
aircraft is estimated to be:

(0.5 VpT)n + 0.30 AOC3

where VPT is the hourly value of passengers time and n is the number of
passengers.

B. Air Taxi Cancellations, Diversions, and Overflights

Costs for air taxi cancellations, diversions, and overflights were

estimated to be the same as air carriers at non-hubs, except for the
adjustments noted below. All values for lost passenger time are taken as
half that for air carrier, because as a rule, the number of passengers is
smaller, the air taxi organization is smaller, and final decisions for
how w handle diverted or canceled passengers will be made more quickly.
Returning a passenger to his original destination is also less time
consuming, since the stage lengths are shorter. For cancellations,
another difference is the percentage of revenue recovery used in the
flight cancellation scenario. United Research estimated 70% of air taxi
passengers cancel their trips or use other means of travel when a flight
is canceled. Finally, air taxis were presumed not to reimburse
passengers for expenses when a flight was canceled due to poor weather
conditions. For cancellations,

1.5 ((2.5 VPT + .7 RPT)n - 0.413 AOC3)

where RPT is the air taxi average revenue per passenger,

for diversions,

(3.0 VPT + VDVT)n + .5(.7 RPT))n + 1.21 AOC 3

where VDVT is the air taxi passenger handling expense for diverted passengers

for overflights,

(4.5 VPT + VDVT + .7 RPT) n
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C. Air Taxi Summary

Air taxi flight disruption costs and the relative importance of each are
summarized as follows:

Disruption Cost Euation Weight

Delays (.5 VpT)n + 0.30 AOC3 0.38

Cancellation 1.5 ((2.5 VPT + .7 RPT)n - 0.413 AOC3) 0.41

Diversions (3 VPT + VDVT)n + .5 (.7 RPT) + 1.21 AOC3 0.07

Overflights (4.5 VPT + VDVT + .7 RPT)n 0.14
1.00

The average cost of an air taxi flight disruption becomes:
(2.57 VPT + 0.21 VDVT + 0.79 (.7 RPT))n - 0.06 AOC3

IV. GENERAL AVIATION FLIGHT DISRUPTIONS

Most flight disruption impacts due to weather in general aviation is felt
by business travelers flying in relatively large aircraft equipped for
IFR operations. The pattern of flight disruptions experienced in general
aviation probably is similar to that estimated for the air taxis, except
that there are few secondary effects of flight disruptions in general
aviation. The impact of flight disruptions on passengers is less because
the aircraft they are traveling in is available for use as soon as the
weather clears. Because of the greater number of airports that they can
operate into, diversion times are less. Sane interrupted trip expenses
will be incurred for meals and overnight accommodations in sane cases.

Additional flying operating costs (AOC4), and interrupted trip expenses
for canceled (VCLG) and diverted (VDVG) passengers represent the
major cost impacts resulting from flight disruption to general aviation
aircraft. There are few secondary effects of general aviation flight
disruptions, and no distinction has been made between general aviation
flight disruptions at hub and non-hub airports.

A. General Aviation Delay Costs

General aviation delay costs were assumed equal to air taxi delay costs.
Cost proportional to aircraft hours is 0.30 AOC4 , and the passenger
delay is .5 VPT, for a total of:

(0.5 VPT) n + 0.30 AOC4

B-12
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B. General Aviation Cancellation Costs

When a general aviation aircraft is forced to cancel a flight due to poor

weather no additional flying time, lost revenue, or passenger handling

expense is involved. What remains from the air taxi equation is merely
2 .5VpTn"

C. General Aviation Diversion Costs

The cost of a general aviation diversion is again similar to air taxi,
but without the secondary effects. The equation is therefore:

(2.0 VPT + VDVG)n + 1.5 AOC 4

D. General Aviation Summary Costs

General aviation flight disruption costs were weighted similar to air
carriers at non-hub airports and air taxis, except that because
overflights are not presumed to occur, the percentage for overflights has
been added to cancellations. The summaries are therefore:

Disruption Cost Equation Weight

Delay (0.5 VpT)n + 0.30 AOC4  0.38

Cancellation 2.5 VPT n 0.55

Diversion (2.0 VPT + VDVG)n * 1.5 AOC4  0.07

1.00

The average cost of weather-caused general aviation disruption is

(1.71 VPT + 0.07 VDVG)n + 0.22 AOC4

V. MILITNRY FLIGHT DISRUPTIONS

Military aircraft landing at civil airports fly non-commercially in a
way that is very similar to general aviation. Losses or costs suffered
would be in the form of passenger's lost time, and additional aircraft
operating expense. For this analysis, the scenarios and equations for
military aircraft were assumed identical to general aviation, except that
the parameter values for aircraft operating expense developed in section
VII of this appendix are higher. The summary equation is thus:

(1.71 VPT + 0.07 VDVM)n + 0.22 AOC5

B-13
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VI. SUMMARY OF EQUATIONS

The following equations are reproduced from elsewhere in the text:

Air Carrier-
Hubs: (3.21 VpT + 0.03 VDVC + 0.45 (VCLC + .2 RPC))n - 0.24 AOC1

Non-hubs: (4.98 VpT + 0.21 VDVC + 0.79 (VCLC + .2 RPC))n - 0.10 AOC2

Air Taxi: (2.57 VpT + 0.21 VDVT + 0.79 (.7 RPT))n - 0.06 AOC3

General Aviation: (1.71 VPT + 0.07 VDVG)n + 0.22 AOC4

Military: (1.71 VpT + 0.07 VDVM)n + 0.22 AOC 5

VII. Value of Variables

Weather caused flight disruption costs have been estimated in general
terms in this appendix. This is to allow for the number of passengers
and fleet mix that would apply to the various user categories to vary.
That is, over time the generalized form of these equations would permit
easy entry of new values for the variables as the values change and are

updated.

Specific costs can be estimated by substituting the appropriate value in
place of the symbols and then deriving the solution. The following
values, taken from the sources as shown, were current and expressed in

1981 dollars at this writing:

VPT = hourly value of passengers time, $19.00 (Reference B-5)

n = number of deplaning passengers, for air carriers at hub
airports, 61.4, at non-hub airports, 16.1 (Source,
reference B-2); for air taxi, 5.1; for general aviation,
3.2; for military, 5.6. (Source, reference B-10)

AOC1  - aircraft variable operating costs per airborne hour at hub

airports, $1764

AOC2  = aircraft variable operating costs per airborne hour at
non-hub airports, $1644

AOC3  - air taxi variable operating cost per airborne hour, $239

* AOC 4  - general aviation variable operating cost per airborne hour,
$154

AOC 5  - military variable operating cost per airborne hour, $1025

B-14
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VCLC air carrier passenger handling expense for canceled
passengers, $43; includes overnight lodging (Source,

reference B-lI)

VDVC air carrier passenger handling expense for diverted

passengers, $63; includes overnight lodging, meals, and
transportation to original destination ($20) (Source,
reference B-il and conversations with four airlines)

VDVT air taxi passenger handling expense for diverted
passengers, $53; includes $43 for overnight lodging, $10
for transportation to original destination. (Source, same
as above)

VDVG general aviation passenger handling expense for diverted
passengers, $53; includes $43 for overnight lodging, $10
for transportation to original destination. (Source, same
as above)

VDVM military passenger handling expense for diverted

passengers, $53 (same as general aviation)

RPC air carrier average revenue per passenger, $98; domestic
trip lengths average about 750 miles, and the cost per
passenger mile for tickets is 13 cents. (Source, FAA
APO-i10)

RPT air taxi average revenue per passenger, $19; domestic trip

lenqths average about 110 miles, and the cost per passenger
mile fer tickets is 17.5 cents. (Source, FAA APO-lI0)

VIII. VALUES OF DISRUPTIONS

Applying the values in section VII, to the equations in Section VI,
yields the following disruption costs:

Air Carrier Hub: $5167
Air Carrier Non-hub $2370
Air Taxi $346
General Aviation $154

Military $428
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APPENDIX C

ESTIMATION OF ANNUAL INSTRUMENT APPROACHES

1. Introduction r

This appendix describes how instrument approach counts can be estimated
from counts of total operations. The method is useful in the absence of
counts, or to evaluate suspected counts. It is based on the number of
operations, weather probabilities, the percentage of pilots equipped to make
an instrument approach, and some assumptions about local versus itinerant
operations. The method was developed by Systems Control, Inc. (SCI) and
reported in Preliminary Analysis of the Correlation Between Annual
Instrument Approaches, Operations and Weather, (Federal Aviation
Administration, Report No. DOT-FA-78WA-4175, December 1980)
(Reference C-l). A more complete discussion than is possible in this
appendix may be found in that report.

2. The model

The models are conceptually simple. The number of arrivals in all kinds
of weather is apportioned according to the percentage of instrument and
visual weather. Then, because there is more flight activity in good
weather, the result is adjusted downward by a constant whose value depends
on the class of operation - air carrier, air taxi, or general aviation.

SCI obtained instrument approach counts and total operations counts at
several locations where good statistics were available. They used that data
in a regression model to find an estimate for the fraction of each class.
The resulting equations are, for air carrier, air taxi, and general
aviation, respectively,

instrument approaches =

air carrier operations x .IFR x .87
2

air taxi operations x (PIFR-PC) x (l-Rat) x .93
2

GA itinerant operations x (PIFR-PC) x (.8 - .5Rga)

2

where,

PIR - probability of weather with either ceiling less than 1500 feet
or visibility less than 3 miles

C-1
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PC probability of weather below IFR minima, for the existing
instrument approach which has the lowest minima. Minima are
selected from the approach charts using approach category B
for air taxi, and category A for general aviation.

Rat = ratio of air taxi operations to total operations.

Rga = ratio of general aviation itinerant operations to total
operations.

Each of the above equations contains an operations count, which is the
independent variable from which the instrument approach count is derived.
Since operations are the sum of takeoffs and landings, the operations counts
are in every case divided by two. In the general aviation category, SCI
obtained better results from their equation if local operations were
excluded. (Local operations are aircraft operating in the local traffic
pattern, or those known to be departing for or arriving from, flight in
local practice areas located within a 20 mile radius of the airport. Local
operations include simulated instrument approaches or low passes at the
airport.)

There is a term in each of the equations which adjusts for the site-
specific percentage of time that weather is less than visual minima. The
form of the equation is different among the activity classes, and was
selected to best fit the observed data.

The final term adjusts for errors in the too-simple assumption that the
proportion of total approaches which are instrument, is the same as the
proportion of total time when there is instrument weather. The assumption
would be true if all aircraft, airmen, and airports were suitably equipped
for instrument landings, and if pilots were never dissuaded by bad weather.
In fact, not all pilots, planes, and airports can handle instrument weather,
and flights on more casual missions are likely to stay on the ground in bad
weather.

The general aviation and air taxi equations contain an additional
refinement. SCI noted that GA airports with substantial air carrier
activity tended to have a greater proportion of GA and air taxi flyers
unaffected by bad weather. In other words, a GA pilot whose destination is
a major air carrier airport will be more likely to make an instrument
approach, than to cancel his flight and stay home.

The precise form of each of the above equations was arrived at through
regression analysis: the form which produced the best predictor of the
results was selected.

3. Obtaining weather percentages.

The equation depends directly on the percentage of time the weather is
less than particular approach minima. These percentages may be obtained as

C- 2
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shown in Appendix D, which presents data for Muskegon, Michigan, as an
example. Ceiling and visibility condition (2) represents the percentage
time the ceiling is less than 1500 feet and/or the visibility is less than
miles, the number which is required for PIFR. For Muskegon, that number
(for all times) is 16.7% (0.167).

The numbe- for PC is the percentage of time the weather is below mini-.
for the IFR approach which has the lowest minima. For Muskpgqii, the 23
October 1981 edition of U. S. Instrument Approach Procedurr-s (Reference C-K
shows that the lowest minima are for an ILS approach to runway 32. The
minima are listed by category determined by approach speed, and are
identical for categories A and B, at 300-3/4. Appendix D (-e-'!-ops as 2.15
the percentage of time the weather is less than 300-3/4, whidi is the valuc
for PC.

When a particular site is not reported in reference values from a
nearby airport may be used, or values for nearby aiportL n:-e averaged.

4. How the model is app ,j

To use the model, apply the equations shown. The -) petation:
counts are available from the FAA terminal area forec.-z lowest IFR
minima for the airport can be obtained from U. S. Inst - , r [ _oach
Procedures (Reference C-2).

Muskegon airport provides an example. Figure '-l, .d from t!,t:
1980 terminal area forecast shows total operations cout : for air
carrier, air taxi, and itinerant GA as 7000, 1000, ancl : '

respectively. Total operations were 97,000. From the :.. in section 3,
weather is less than 1500/3 for .167 of the time. The i. GA itineraji
operations to total operations (Rga) is 38/97, and of ato ! ', b total
operations (Rat) is 1/97. PC is .0215. The instrumert -:h counts,
determined from the formulas for air carrier, air taxi, J thus 508, E.
and 1670, respectively.

4

Figure C-I
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C-i. Preliminary Analysis of the Correlation Between Annual Instrument
Approaches, Operations and Weather, (Federal Aviation
Administration, Report No. DOT-FA-78WA-4175, December 1980).

0-2. U.S. Instrument Approach Procedures, October 1981.
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APPENDIX D

USING WEATHER DATA TO EVALUATE BENEFIT OF REDUCED MINIMA

1. Introduction

This appendix describes a method for determining the percentage of
increased activity which result from lowered landing minima, such as
those made possible by an electronic landing aid. The assumption behind
the method is that when landing minima are lower - that is, when
aircraft can complete landings in poorer weather than before - the
airport will be open a greater percentage of the time.

A simple example will best express the assumption. It is first
assumed that an airport experiences weather during which instrument
approaches are necessary thirty days per year; further, that on ten of
those days, the weather is below instrument minima. The instrument
approaches which thus have been made at the airport are made on 20 days
out of the year. If the landing minima are lowered so that on two more
of the 30 days, the weather are above the new landing minima, the airport
is then open to instrument approaches 22 days out of the year, or 10%
more than it had been. If 1000 aircraft had made instrument approaches
on the 20 days under the old minima, the key assumption is that 10% more
aircraft, or 1100, could now land if the minima were lowered.

This appendix tells how to determine the relevant percentage, both on
a national average basis, and for a specific site.

2. Sources of Data

Summaries of weather records have been made for the FAA by the
National Climatic Center at Asheville, North Carolina. Each of the
summaries states what percentage of the time the weather at a specific
site will be less than certain combinations of ceiling and visibility.
There are three such publications which may be consulted:

1. A 1964 report (reference D-l) shows, for 32 North American airports,
percentages of time the weather is less than ceilings of 100, 200,
300, 400, 500, 600, 800, 1000, 1500, 2000, 3000, and visibilities of
1/16, 1/8, 1/4, 1/2, 3/4, 1, 1-1/2, and 3 miles. The publication is
very detailed by breakdowns of ceiling and visibility, but reports on
only 32 airports.

2. A total of 271 airports are included in the percentages of hourly
weather observations falling within six ceiling-visibility categories
(reference D-2). Those categories are (showing ceiling- visibility):
greater than 1500-3, less than 1500-3, less than 1500-3 but greater
or equal to 400-1, less than 400-1 but greater or equal to 200-1/2,
less than 200-1/2, but greater or equal to 100-1/4, and less than
100-1/4. Compared to the first source, there is thus less detail on
specific ceilings and visibilities, but more sites.
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3. A total of 283 airports are reported on in 19 volumes (reference
D-3). The volumes use the same six categories as reference D-2, but
report by wind direction as wll.

3. Increased Aircraft Activity Resulting from Lowered Minima

Any of the publications may be used, as appropriate. If the specific
airport is not listed in any of the publications, a nearby airport, an
average of nearby airports, or a national average may be used.

Computation of the number of additional instrument approaches made
possible by the landing aid involves the following three steps: First,
the percentage of time the airport is not VIR but open under current
minima must be determined. Then, the additional percentage of time the
airport would be open with the proposed improvement is determined.
Finally, the ratio of the two percentages, gives the percentage of
additional instrument approaches which could be completed with the

proposed improvement. Figure D-i shows the listing from reference D-2
for Muskegon, Michigan.

STATION914840 MUSKEGCO, MICHIGAN PERIOD OF RECORD 014&32/52;
-02/60-22/6.

HOUR NO.OF CEILING-VISIIL'ITY CATEGORIES (3S SYSTEH ENHANCEMENT FACTORS (XI
GROUP ars (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 1 VOR CATI CAT2 HIM*

JAN ALL 7440 63.7 36.) 29.8 3.9 1 3 15 1 32.2 1006 31 401

FEB " 6809 73.5 26.5 22.6 2#5 0.7 0.7 1 85.1 9.4 2.7 206

MAR 0 7440 73.1 21.9 17.6 2.8 0.7 00 1 30.4 12.9 2.1 3.6
APR * 7200 15.2 14.8 12.4 1.4 0.4 0.6 1 34.2 9.5 2.$ 2.0

MAY 0 7440 91.) 3.7 6.3 1. 0.4 0.7 1 72.1 14.5 08 ot

JUN * 7200 93.0 6.2 4o7 0.7 0.2 0.4 1 76.5 1149 5.4 6.o

JUL 0 7440 93.4 6.6 502 0.7 0.1 OS 1 79.4 11.2 2.2 7.1

AUG a 7439 91.5 8.5 6.6 I.0 0.4 0.5 8 1.2 11.6 405 5.7

SEP 7195 93.2 3.3 7.7 D. 002 0ol .I 73 07 204 1.6
OCT * 7440 57.9 32.1 ga5 1.2 0.# 1*6 1 10.7 9.6 6.3 13.3
NOV 7200 80.2 19.8 16.0 1.7 0.7 1.4 1 B0.7 806 1.5 7.2

DEC * 7439 69.7 20.4 24.9 3.6 1.0 0 I 162.1 11.9 3.4 2.6

ANN 07-13 25570 00.6 19.4 16.1 200 0.6 0.7 I 53.0 10.4 209 3.7

14-21 29229 *6.3 13.1 11.3 1.3 0o 0.4 I 65.6 9,4 2.4 206
22-06 32676 82.3 17.2 13.1 2.1 0.5 103 I 76.0 12.1 466 7.3
ALL 87685 83.3 167 1.S 18 0.6 0.3 I 81.0 10o $ .4 4.6

CEILING VISIBILITY CONDITIONS IS OF TOTAL OBSERVATIONS) SYST$MS ENHANCEMENT FACTORS

ICEILING VISISIL11Y C017IIONS)

(11) Z 1500 FET AND I MILES

(t1 < 1500 FEET ANOIOR 2 MILES VORePREg (3I1FREQ(t)

-4$1 < 1500 FEET ANQPOA 2 qILES,3lUT 1 400 FEET AND I MILE CAT& ILSOFRE0(4I1FRIO(Z)

(41 < 400 FET aIo/OR 1 MILE. SUT 1 200 FEET AND 1/2 MILE CATZ ILSFREQ(S1IFRtOI21

IS$ t 200 FEET ANDIOR 11 MILIIUT %100 FET AND 1/4 MILE *BELOW MNIIUMSFREO(IIIFRIGII I

£6) 4 100 FiT ANDIR 1/4 NILE

Figure D-1
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Ste

To determine the percentage of time the airport is below VPR but open
under current minima, find the minima for the instrument approach which
yields the lowest minima for the largest aircraft type utilizing the
candidate airport. For the purposes of example, assume that these minima
were 400-1. From Figure D-1, the time the weather is less than 400-1 is
the sums of columns (4), (5), and (6), or 3.20 (0.032).

Ceiling and visibility condition (2) represents the percentage of
time the weather is ceiling less than 1500 feet and/or visibility less
than 3 miles, the minima whid are used in deciding whether to count an
instrument approach for the pilot who flies the procedure. For Muskegn,
that number (for all times) is 16.7% (0.167).

The difference between these two numbers, 0.135, is the result of
step one, the percentage of time the airport is not VFR but open under
current minima.

Step 2

If an improvement were to be made which lowered the minima to
200-1/2, the airport would be open an additional percentage of time.
Ceiling and visibility condition (4) is the petcentage of time between
400-1 and 200-1/2, which for Muskegon is 1.8% (0.018).

Step 3

The ratio of the result of steps 1 and 2 is 0.018/0.135, or 0.133.
This is the proportion of current instrument approaches which could
additionally be completed with the improvement. If 1000 approaches were
completed previously, 133 more would be expected.

4. Interpolating for Values Outside Those in the References

Reference D-1 contains detailed data for 32 airports, and the detail
is sufficient to obtain any necessary lowered minima percentages
directly. But the 32 airports are major ones, and there are hundreds of
others which may be considered for improvements but are shown only in
references D-2 or D-3. For those, the detail in reference D-1 may be
used to interpolate among the values in the other publications. Table
D-1 is averages of percentages of weather conditions at the 32 airports.

i
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Table D-1

Visibility (miles)

Ceiling
(feet) 1/16 1/8 1/4 1/2 3/4 1 1-1/2 3

100 0.34 0.43 0.65 0.99 1.43 1.95 3.10 7.09
200 0.71 0.76 0.89 1.12 1.52 2.02 3.14 7.10
300 1.21 1.24 1.34 1.48 1.79 2.22 3.26 7.13
400 1.89 1.92 2.00 2.13 2.37 2.72 3.63 7.29
500 2.67 2.69 2.77 2.88 3.09 3.39 4.20 7.61
600 3.46 3.49 3.56 3.67 3.84 4.10 4.82 7.99
800 5.26 5.29 5.36 5.46 5.60 5.81 6.40 9.15

1,000 7.04 7.07 7.14 7.24 7.36 7.54 8.05 10.48
1,500 10.63 10.66 10.73 10.82 10.92 11.06 11.47 13.50
2,000 13.33 13.35 13.42 13.51 13.60 13.74 14.09 15.92
3,000 17.90 17.93 18.00 18.08 18.18 18.29 18.60 20.22

A National Average Percent of Weather Observations with ceilings or
visibilites less than selected values. Example: 1.79% of the time,
the ceiling is less than 300 feet, or the visibility is less than 3/4
mile (or both).

As an example of the kind of interpolation which is possible, assume
that the weather minima for which a percentage is required is 300-3/4.
The interpolation ratio is thus,

(local % for 300-3/4 - 200-1/2) (nt. % 300-3/4 - ntl % 200-1/2)
(local % between 400-1 & 200-1/2) (ntl % for 400-1 - ntl % for 200-1/2)

At Muskegon,

(local % for 300-3/4 - 200-1/2) * 0.67
1.8 1.60

The number in the parentheses is obtained by calculating,

1.8 x 0.67
1.60

or 0.75%, which is the additional percentage of time the airport would be
open after an improvenent which lowered the minima from 300-3/4 to
200-1/2.

To determine the percentage of time the airport is below VFR but open
for minima of 300-3/4, the percentage determined above (time between
300-3/4 and 200-1/2), is added to the sum of columns (5) and (6) (time
less than 200-1/2), or 0.75 + 0.6 + 0.8 - 2.15%, which is the time
weather is less than 300-3/4. This number is then subtracted from column
(2) to yield 16.7 - 2.15 - 14.55, which is then the percentage of time
the airport is below VFR but open for minima of 300-3/4.
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Table D-2 gives the average increases in airport utilization associated
with reductions from specified nonprecision approach minima to MIS minima
(200-1). For exmple, if an MLS permitted a reduction in minima of from
400-1 to 200-1/2, an average 14.8 percent increase in runway utilization
would be expected.

'iBIE D-2

Average Increases in Airport Utilization Associated With
Reductions in Approach Minima from Specified Values

to MIS Minima (200 feet and/or 1/2 mile)

Visibility (Miles)
Ceiling (Feet) 1/2 3/4 1 1-1/2 3

200 0 3.3 7.8 19.5 93.4

300 3.0 5.7 9.8 20.9 94.3

400 8.9 11.2 14.8 25.4 99.4

500 16.6 18.9 22.5 33.1 110.2

600 25.9 28.2 31.7 42.6 124.7

800 54.0 56.7 61.0 74.4 184.6

1,000 97.8 102.0 107.7 127.2 309.9

1,500 361.9 379.8 407.4 509.9 -

5. Runway Utilization

The utilization of an airport runway is important for computing the
benefits of a runway specific landing minima improvement. f, for
example, the improvement is placed on a runway whidh is usable only half
of the time because of crosswinds or tailwinds, the number of aircraft
approaching in instrument conditions which can avoid flight disruptions
by using that runway is fewer.

Some airports have traffic counts available by runway, but almost
always the counts are accumulated over all weather conditions. What is
really of interest is the proportion of time the runway could be used
when the weather conditions are within range of the landing minima
afforded by the improvement. For example, an instrument landing system
is most useful when the weather is less than non-precision approach
minima, or at relatively low ceilings and/or visibilities. The strongest
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winds do not occur with the lowest ceilings, so that the likelihood that
the MIS approach cannot be used because of cross or tail winds is
relatively small.

Reference D-3 reports ranges of ceiling and visibility by wind
direction and speed, so that an approximation of runway usability can be
derived on-a site specific basis. Figures D-2 and D-3 are taken from the
reference for Muskegon, MI. Suppose, that an improvement is planned for
runway 32. Assume that all flights could use runway 32 when the wind is
between 0-3 knots. That occurs 10.2% of the time. Then, assume that
flights arriving with windspeeds of 4-12 knots could use runway 32 when
wind directions were within 90 degrees of the runway, that is, NE through
SW via NW. That occurs 22.5% of the time. Then, assume that flights
arriving with higher windspeeds could use runway 32 when the wind was
within 45 degrees of the runway, that is, N through W. That occurs 14.5%
of the time. The total utilization for runway 32 during the day is
therefore 47.2%. A similar procedure for the night chart yields a value
of 50.9%, for a day and night average of 49.1%.

Conputations in the paragraph above, assumed that no other runway
achieves the minima afforded by the proposed improvement. If the
improvement would reduce minima for a second runway to a leve. already
available with another runway, the percentage of utilization is
correspondingly less. If, in the example above, an improvement of this
kind were planned for runway 32 with equivalent minima already available
on runway 14, runway 14 could be used for all wind directions when wind
speeds were 3 knots or less, and for directions of NE and SW when winds
were 4-12 MPH. The day utilization is therefore 47.2 less 10.2 less 1.8
less 4.1, or , or 31.1%

Although values for specific airports may be determined in this way,
an estimate of a national average of utilization for the first and second
instrumented runways is useful in a national screening criteria. To
approximate this value, a sample of 21 airports was drawn from reference
D-3. Computations identical to those in the above paragraphs were
carried out, and percentages of utilization of 70% and 25% were
determined. Utilization percentages for installation on more than two
runways of devices achieving identical minima were not determined for use
in the screening criteria. Three systems -- for precision landings, for
example, are almost never installed for purposes of lowered minima and
airport utilization, but instead, for reasons of traffic flow, such as on
a parallel runway. Benefit of enhanced traffic flow is outside the scope
of this analysis.

i
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Appendix E

Critical Values

The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) uses certain economic values in
the evaluption of investment and regulatory programs. These values,
commonly referred to as "critical values," provide the bases upon which
the effectiveness of the aviation system may be denominated and assessed
in monetary terms. The critical values used in this report include the
value of time of air travelers, the value of a statistical life, unit
costs of statistical aviation injuries, unit replacement and restoration
costs of damaged aircraft and aircraft variable operating costs. These
values are summarized in Figure E-1. A complete discussion of why these
values are used in FAA's economic analyses is given in Reference B-11.

Other figures included with precision landing system critical values are
average numbers of occupants and passengers per aircraft. Occupant
figures, used to calculate safety benefits, include crew; passenger
figures, used to calculate averted flight disruption benefits, exclude
crew for air carriers and air taxis since the value of the crew's time is
included in the variable operating costs as salary and wages.

Reference E-6 reports replacement/restoration costs and variable
operating costs for nine categories of air carrier aircraft, including
average values for the entire air carrier fleet. Ideally, if the
regional offices can furnish fleet information, the need to use any
estimates based on national or any other averages can be eliminated or at
least reduced. Without site specific data, however, values based on the
average experience must be substituted and used to estimate the critical
values. National fleet information was used to develop the critical
values in Tables E-2 and E-3. It is recommended that these values be
used if site-specific data are unavailable.

1
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Table E-1

Distribution of Air Carrier Aircraft Used in
Developuent of Critical Values

Percent *

Air Carrier Type Departures Distribution

Turbofan, 4-engine, Wide Body 40757 .0080
Turbojet, 4-engine 534 .0001
Turbofan, 4-engine, Regular Body 203660 .0399
Turbofan, 3-engine, Wide Body 255339 .0500
Turbofan, 3-engine, Regular Body 1953905 .3833
Turbofan, 2-engine, Wide Body 18967 .0037
Turbofan, 2-engine, Regular Body 1842097 .3613
Turboprop 614784 .1206
Piston 168039 .0330

Total 5098082 1.000

• Total does not exactly add to 1.000 due to independent rounding.

Source: Airport Activity Statistics of certificated Route Air
Carriers
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Table E-4

Calculation-of Number of Passengers
in Air Carriers

At Hub Airports:

Total No. Passengers Enplanements - 272,737,327 * 61.4
Completed Departures 4460248 passengers

At Non-Hub Airports:

Total No. Passengers Enplanements - 8,639,252 - 16.1
Completed Departures 536607 passengers

Source: Airport Activity Statistics of Certificated Route Air
Carriers. December 1980.

r
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Table E-5

Calculation of Number of Occupants in Air Carriers (Hub Airports)

(A) (B) (C)
Distribution Number of

Air Carrier Type By Type Occupants _/ (A) x (B)
Turbofan, 4 Eng., W.B. .0080 251.7 2.01
Turbojet, 4 Eng. .0001 100.3 .01

Turbofan, 4 Eng., R.B. .0399 107.7 4.30

Turbofan, 3 Eng., W.B. .0500 169.5 8.49

Turbofan, 3 Eng., R.B .3833 84.4 32.35

Turbofan, 2 Eng., W.B. .0037 148.3 .55

Turbofan, 2 Eng., R.B. .3613 66.6 24.06

Turboprop .1206 26.5 3.20

Piston .0300 4.2 .14

75.11 V
Occupants

Weighted Average

I/ Reference E-8

2 Rounded to nearest hundredth

Derivation of Number of Occupants In Air Carriers
(Non-Hub Airports)

Average number of occupants is estimated based on the proportional
relationship of passengers on air carrier aircraft at non-hub and hub
airports taken from Table E-4.

16.1 - .2622, 75.11 x .2622 = 19.69
61.4

Average number of occupants in air carriers at non-hub airports is
estimated to be:

19.69 Occupants
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Table 3-6

Calculation of Air Taxi Replacement/Restoration Costs

(A) (B) (C)
Distribution Replacement

Aircraft Type BY MEO/ Cost 2/ (A) x (B)
jet 0.0604 1,478,000 $ 89,271
Turboprop 0.1883 632,000 119,006
Multi-Engine Piston 0.5767 116,000 66,897
Single-Engine Piston 0.1690 35,000 5,915
Rotorcraft 0.0055 130,000 715

$281,804
Replacement Cost

Average Restoration Cost a 1/3 x average replacement cost

- 1/3 x $281,800

a $93,900

I/Ieferenceu 2-3, E-4

2/Reference 1-1
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Footnotes to Table B-7

SAll values are from reference 3-1, and have been converted to 1981 dollars
using the methodology described on pages 67-69.

2_ For fuel and oil: Ratio of 1981 to 1978 mean 80/87 aviation gas costs per
gallon ($1.85/$.89) was applied to base year values. Source:
Reference E-7. For crew and maintenance: Ratio of 1981 to 1978 BLS
indices of adjusted hourly earnings where 1977 - 100. 137.5/108.4 was
applied to base year values.

3/ For fuel and oil: Ratio of 1981 to 1978 mean 80/87 aviation gas costs per
gallon ($1.85/$.89) was applied to base year values. Source:
Reference E-7. For crew and maintenance: Ratio of 1961 to 1978 BLS
indices of adjusted hourly earnings where 1977 - 100. 137.5/108.4 was
applied to base year values.

4_ For fuel and oil: Ratio of 1981 to 1978 mean 100/130 aviation gas costs
per gallon ($1.90/$.91) was applied to base year values. Source:
Reference E-7. For crew and maintenance: For fuel and oil: Ratio of 1981
to 1978 mean 80/87 aviation gas costs per gallon ($1.85/$.89) was applied
to base year values. Source: Reference E-7. For crew and maintenance:
Ratio of 1981 to 1978 BLS indices of adjusted hourly earnings where 1977 =
100. 137.5/108.4 was applied to base year values.

5/ For fuel and oil: Ratio of 1981 to 1978 mean jet type A fuel costs per
gallon ($1.70/$.79). Source: Reference E-7. For crew and maintenance:
For fuel and oil: Ratio of 1981 to 1978 mean 80/87 aviation gas costs per
gallon ($1.85/$.89) was applied to base year values. Source:
Reference E-7. For crew and maintenance: Ratio of 1981 to 1978 BLS
indices of adjusted hourly earnings where 1977 - 100. 137.5/108.4 was
applied to base year values.

6/ For fuel and oil: Ratio of 1981 to 1978 mean jet type A fuel costs per
gallon ($1.70/$.79). Source: Reference E-7. For crew and maintenance:
For fuel and oil: Ratio of 1981 to 1978 mean 80/87 aviation gas costs per
gallon ($1.85/$.89) was applied to base year values. Source:
Reference E-7. For crew and maintenance: Ratio of 1981 to 1978 BIB
indices of adjusted hourly earnings where 1977 - 100. 137.5/108.4 was
applied to base year values.

a/ For fuel and oil: Ratio of 1981 to 1978 mean job type A fuel costs per
gallon ($1.70/$.79). Source: Reference B-7. For crew and maintenance :
For fuel and oil: Ratio of 1981 to 1978 mean 80/87 aviation gas costs per
gallon ($1.85/$.89) was applied to base year values. Sources
Reference E-7. For crew and maintenance: Ratio of 1981 to 1978 BLS
indices of adjusted hourly earnings where 1977 100. 137.5/108.4 was
applied to base year values.

E-10
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Footnotes to Table E-7 (Continued)

8/ For fuel and oil: Ratio of 1981 to 1978 mean jet type A fuel costs per
gallon ($1.70/$.79). Source: Reference E-7. For crew and maintenance:
For fuel and oil: Ratio of 1981 to 1978 mean 80/87 aviation gas costs per
gallon ($1.85/$.89) was applied to base year values. Source:
Reference E-7. For crew and maintenance: Ratio of 1981 to 1978 BLS
indices of adjusted hourly earnings where 1977 - 100. 137.5/108.4 was
applied to base year values.

9/ Same as footnote 5 above.

L/ Same as footnote 5 above.
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Table E-9

Calculation of General Aviation Replacement/Restoration Costs

(A) (B) (C)
Distribution

Replacement
Aircraft Type By Type Cost 2 (A) x (B)

Jet .0834 1,812,000 $151,121
Turboprop .1057 708,000 74,836
Multi-Engine Piston .3112 116,000 36,099
Single-Engine Piston .4988 31,000 15,463
Rotorcraft .0008 84,000 67

$277,586
Replacement Cost

Average Restoration Cost - 1/3 x average replacement cost

= 1/3 x $277,600

- $92,500

i References E-3, E-4.

2 Reference E-1
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Footnotes to Table E-10

i/ All values are from reference E-l, and have been converted to 1981 dollars
using the methodology described on pages 67-69.

2/ For fuel and oil: Ratio of 1981 to 1978 mean 80/87 aviation gas costs per
gallon ($1.85/$.89) was applied to base year values. Source
Reference E-7. For crew and maintenance: Ratio of 1981 to 1978 BLS
indices of adjusted hourly earnings where 1977 - 100-137.5/108.4 was
applied to base year values.

_/ For fuel and oil: Ratio of 1981 to 1978 mean 80/87 aviation gas costs per
gallon ($1.85/$.89) was applied to base year values. Source
Reference E-7. For crew and maintenance; Ratio of 1981 to 1978 BLS
indices of adjusted hourly earnings where 1977 - 100-137.5/108.4 was
applied to base yLar values.

4/ For fuel and oil: Ratio of 1981 to 1978 mean 100/130 aviation gas costs
per gallon ($1.90/$.91) ias applied to base year values. Source
Reference E-7. For crew and maintenance: For fuel and oil: Ratio of 1981
to 1978 mean 80/87 aviation gas costs per gallon ($1.85/$.89) was applied
to base year values. Source Reference E-7. For crew and maintenance:
Ratio of 1981 to 1978 BLS indices of adjusted hourly earnings where 1977 -
100-137.5/108.4 was applied to base year values.

5/ For fuel and oil: Ratio of 1981 to 1978 mean jet type A fuel costs per
gallon ($1.70/$.79). Source Reference E-7. For crew and maintenance: For
fuel and oil: Ratio of 1981 to 1978 mean 80/87 aviation gas costs per
gallon ($1.85/$.89) was applied to base year values. Source
Reference E-7. For crew and maintenance: Ratio of 1981 to 1978 BIS
indices of adjusted hourly earnings where 1977 - 100-137.5/108.4 was
applied to base year values.

_ For fuel and oil: Ratio of 1981 to 1978 mean jet type A fuel costs per
gallon ($1.70/$.79). Source Reference E-7. For crew and maintenance: For
fuel and oil: Ratio of 1981 to 1978 mean 80/87 aviation gas costs per
gallon ($1.85/$.89) was applied to base year values. Source
Reference E-7. For crew and maintenance: Ratio of 1981 to 1978 BLS
indices of adjusted hourly earnings where 1977 - 100-137.5/108.4 was
applied to base year values.

7/ For fuel and oil: Ratio of 1981 to 1978 mean job type A fuel costs per
gallon ($1.70/$.79). Source Reference E-7. For ciew and maintenance:
For fuel and oil: Ratio of 1981 to 1918 mean 80/87 aviation gas costs per
gallon ($1.85/$.89) was applied to base year values. Soirce
Reference E-7. For crew and maintenance: Ratio of 1981 to 1978 BLS
indices of adjusted hourly earnings where 1977 -100-137.5/108.4 was
applied to base year values.
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Footnotes to Table E-10 (Continued)

!/Same as footnote 5 above.

~/Same as footnote 5 above.

ILO Same as footnote 5 above.

LI/ Same as footnote 5 above.
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Calculating Numbers of Occupants and Passengers for
Other Aircraft Classes

The calculation of the average number of occupants for itinerant general
aviation and military are shown in Tables B-11 and E-14, respectively. Since
no crew salaries or wages are included in the variable operating costs for
these aircraft, the number of passengers used in calculating the averted
flight disruption benefits is equal to the number of occupants. The
calculations for general aviation aircraft involved an additional step.
Before proceeding with the usual weighted average computation it was first
necessary to identify the portion of an aircraft's total flying hours that
were itinerant and which were local. Local flying time is not relevant to
this analysis. Since pilots flying locally (within 20 miles of departure
airport) can elect not to fly at all if weather is too poor thereby limiting
their need to use a precision landing aid.

E-17
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Table B-11

Calculation of Average Umber of Occupants for General Aviation

(A) (3) (C)
Distribution Umber of

Aircraft Type BY _/ Oocupants 2/ (A) x (B)
Jet .0834 4.1 .3419
Turboprop .1057 5.6 .5919
Multi-Engine Piston .3112 3.6 1.1203
Single-Engine Piston .4988 2.2 1.0974
Rotorcraft .0008 2.4 .0019

3.2
Occupants/Passengers

S/ Derived using information from references E-3, B-4

2/ Reference 3-8
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'able 3-1.2

Calculation of Military Aircraft Re1Way em t/Restoration Costs

(A) (3) (C)
Distribution Replacement

Aircraft Type Cost 1/ (A) x (B)
Jet .7586 2,440,000 1,850,984
Turboprop .1631 3,784,000 620,359
Piston .0781 121,000 9,450
Rotorcraft .0018 466,000 839

$2,471,632
Replacement Cost

Average Restoration Cost - 1/3 x average replacement cost

- 1/3 x $2,472,000

- $823,000

./ Reference B-1
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Table z-13

Variable Operating Costs of Military Aircraft 1/

(A) (S) (C) (D)
Fuel/ Kainte- Relative

Fixed wingOil nnce Total Importance (C) x (D)
Multi-sg. 17/F $ 02006.00 362.00 2368.00 .0933 220.93

Twin-Eng. 117/ 3/' 1149.00 185.00 1334.00 .4757 567.88

Single-Eng. W/F 4_ 738.00 145.00 883.00 .1896 167.42

Turboprop 5 217.00 155.00 372.00 .1613 60.04

Piston _ 52.00 58.00 110.00 .0781 8.59

Rotary Wing 7/ 57.00 72.00 119.00 .0018 .21

Weighted Avg. $1025.07
or $1025

Variable Operating Costs

_/ All values are from reference B-1, and have been converted to 1961 dollarsusing the methodology described on pages 67-69.

/ For Fuel and oil: Ratio of 1981 to 1978 mean jet type A fuel costs per
gallon ($1.70/$.79) was applied to base year values. Source
Reference Z-7. For maintenance ratio of 1981 to 1978 BLS indices of
adjusted hourly earnings where 1977 - 100-137.5/1084 - was applied to base
year values.

_ For Fuel and oil: Ratio of 1981 to 1978 mean Jet type A fuel costs per
gallon ($1.70/$.79) was applied to base year values. Source
Reference 3-7. For maintenance ratio of 1981 to 1978 BLS indices of
adjusted hourly earnings where 1977 - 100-137.5/1084 - was applied to base
year values.

4_ Same as footnote 2.

/ same as footnote 2.

_/ For fuel and oil: Ratio of 1981 to 1978 mean 100/130 aviation gas costs
per gallon ($1.90/$.91) was applied to base year values. Source Reference
D-7. For maintenance: For Fuel and oils Ratio of 1981 to 1978 mean Jet
type A fuel costs per gallon ($1.70/0.79) was applied to base year
values. Source Reference 3-7. For maintenance ratio of 1981 to 1978 BLS
indices of adjusted hourly earnings where 1977 - 100-137.5/1084 - was
applied to base year values.

_/ Same as footnote 2.
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Table Z-14

Calculation of Average Number of Occupants for Military Aviation

(A) (B) (C)
Distribution Number of

Aircraft Type By Type Occupants -1/ (A) z (B)

Jet .7586 6.0 4.5516
Turboprop .1613 5.0 .8065
Piston .0781 3.0 .2343
Rotorcraft .0018 2.0 .0036

5.6
Occupants/Passaengers

I/ Reference Z-8
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APPENDIX F

SAUFY BENEFITS

National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) computer records of all civil
aviation accidents for the period January 1971 through December 1979 form
the basis upon which the benefits of preventable landing accidents were
developed. To select accidents relevant to the analysis, all landing
accidents in 1979 were printed out. In some cases, the handwritten
accident files from which the computer data were coded were examined.
After coding patterns and limitations were examined, the selection
criteria were refined. Accidents were collected in two categories, those
which occured during or immediately after a non-precision approach, and
for a precision approach. The following selection logic was used:

o aircraft "incidents" were deleted, and aircraft "accidents" retainedy

o accidents where the phase of flight was other than "landing" were
deleted. Within the landing phase, only "final approach from final
fix - IFR," "level off/touchdowm," "rollout," and "missed approach -

IFR" were selected;

o accidents which were forced landings were deleted, unless the forced
landing code was "precautionary landing on airportl"

o accidents were rot selected unless the weather was coded as "IFR or
"below minimums;"

0 if the "type of instrument approach" was coded as a precision
approach -- straight in ILS, MIS or PAR,--the accident was counted as
a precision approach accident;

0 if the "type of instrument approach" was coded as a non-precision

approach -- a circling precision approach, or an ADF, VOR, VOR/D)E,
or localizer - the accident was counted as a non-precision approach
accident;

0 if the type of IFR approach was not coded, but the type flight plan
was IFR, then the approach was counted as a non-precision approach
accident;

This examination made it possible to identify the number of landing
accidents that occurred, and the associated fatalities, injuries (serious
and minor), and degree of aircraft damage (substantial damage or
destroyed). The cost of an accident was evaluated based on the number of
deaths, injuries, and extent of aircraft damage.

FAA statistics (Reference F-4) on the number of instrument approaches

made during the same period were examined for each airport to derive an
estimate of the number of precision versus nonprecision approaches that

F-1
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constituted the total. The assumptions were: (1) if the airport had no
ILS's, then all instrument approaches reported for that airport were
nonprecision; (2) if one 118 was present, seventy percent of the
instrument approaches were flown as precision approachesl (3) if two or
more IrS's were present, ninety percent of the instrument approaches were
precision approaches; (4) the avionics equippage rates were 100 percent
for air carrier, air taxi, and military, and 98 percent for General
Aviation Aircraft. The 98% equippage rate is based on (Reference F-5)
data, which showed that of aircraft reporting IFR hours flown, 980 had
glide slope equipment on board.

Using the information obtained from the NTSB file and the FM statistics
on instrument approaches, it was possible to develop a landing accident
history (Table F-l, on page F-6).

Safety benefits of precision landing aide are estimated by comparing the
incidence and resulting costs of non-precision approach accidents with
the same for precision approach accidents to estimate a differential cost
per approach. This differential is then multiplied by the number of
annual precision instrument approaches to complete the safety benefit for
a given year. This is done for all aircraft classes. As with averted
flight disruption benefits, safety benefits must be computed using
current and forecast instrument approach activity for each year over a
15 year time stream. Accident costs are measured by the frequency and
resulting costs of fatalities, injuries (serious and minor) and aircraft
damage. The total safety benefit to an airport obtained by having
precision approach capability is estimated by the following
relationships. A brief summary explaining their meaning immediately
follows the list of notational definitions.

(1) Reduced fatality benefit:

I (Rnp x Fnp X Occ)-(RpXFFpXOcc) x PIA x CF - SW
AC, AT,
GA, NIL

(2) Reduced minor injuries:

(Rnp x FMInp x Occ)-(Rp x FMIp x Ooc) x PIA x CMI - BRMI

AC, AT,
GA, NIL

(3) Reduced serious injuriess

I (Rnp x FSInp x Occ)-(Rp x FSIp x Occ) x PIA x CS= BRSI
AC, AT,
GA, NIL

(4) Reduced destroyed aircraft benefit:

(Rnp x DRnp)-(Rp x DRp) x PIA x CRPL BM
AC, AT,
G , NIL

F-2
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(5) Reduced damaged aircraft:

I (Rnp X SRnp)-(Rp X SRp) x PIA x CREST BRS
AC, AT,
G , N4IL

Total Safety Benefit a (1) + (2) + (3) + (4) + (5)

where:

Rnp a accident rate for non-precision approaches

Rp - accident rate fr precision approaches

FFnp a fraction of occupants expected to be killed in an accident
during a non-precision approach

Frp a fraction of occupants expected to be killed in an accident
during a precision approach

FMInp a fraction of occupants expected to suffer minor injuries in
an accident during non-precision approach

FMIp a fraction of occupants expected to suffer minor injuries in
an accident during a precision approach

FSInp M fraction of occupants expected to suffer serious injuries
in an accident during a non-precision approach

FSIp a fraction of occupants expected to suffer serious injuries
in an accident during a precision approach

DRnp a percentage of the number of aircraft involved in

non-precision approach accidents that are expected to be
destroyed

DRp a percentage of the number of aircraft involved in precision
approach accidents that are expected to be destroyed

SRnp a percentage of the number of aircraft involved in
non-precision approach accidents that are expected to be
substantially damaged

SRp a percentage of the number of aircraft involved in precision
approach accidents that are expected to be substantially
damaged.

Occ 0 average number of occupants in all aircraft of an aircraft
class

Pk a precision instrument approaches (PIA = IA x Avionics
equippage rate x 0 of runway utilization)

F-3
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CF = cost of a fatality in 1981 dollars

CHI M cost of a minor injury in 1981 dollars

CSI - cost of a serious injury in 1981 dollars

CRPL a aircraft replacement costs (weighted average based on
aircraft mix at specific site

CREST M aircraft restoration costs (weighted average based on

aircraft mix at specific site

BW - benefit of reducing the number of expected fatalities

BRMI = benefit of reducing the number of expected minor injuries

BRSI = benefit of reducing the number of expected serious injuries

BRD = benefit from reducing the number of destroyed aircraft

BRS = benefit from reducing the number of substantially damaged
aircraft

A literal translation of each equation is in order. For each user class
(i.e., air carrier, general aviation, air taxi, military):

Equation (1) says that the frequency of non-precision approach
weather-related landing accidents (Rnp), times the expected number
of fatalities per accident (FFnp x OCC), minus the frequency of
precision approach weather-related landing accidents (Rp) times the
expected number of fatalities per accident (FFp x OCC) is the
reduction in the expected number of accident-related fatalities that
results by having precision approach capability. This amount is then
multiplied by the number of precision instrument approaches (PIA)
that would be possible on the specific runway, and by the monetary
value of life or fatality cost (CF). The result is an estimate of
the benefit of reducing the number of weather-related landing

accident fatalities at a runway when a precison approach aid is
installed (BRP). [
Equations (2) and (3) translate exactly as equation (1) except that
in equation (2), "minor injuries" and the appropriate terms should be
substituted in place of "fatalities" and the fatality terms, and in
equation (3) "serious injuries" and the appropriate terms should be
substituted in place of *fatalities' and the fatality terms.

Equation (4) says that the frequency of non-precision approach
weather-related landing accidents (Rnp) times the probability that

the aircraft is destroyed (DRnp) minus the frequency of precision

approach weather-related landing accidents (Rp) times the

probability that the aircraft is destroyed (DR ) is the reduction

in the expected number of destroyed aircraft at results by having
precision approach capability. This mount is then multiplied by the

number of precision instrument approaches (PIA) that would be
possible on the specific runway, and by the average cost of replacing
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the aircraft (CRPL - f (aircraft mix at airport in question)). The
result is an estimate of the benefit of reducing the expected number
of destroyed aircraft suffered during weather-related landing
accidents by installing a precision approach aid (BRD).

Equation (5) translates exactly as equation (4) except that in
equation (5) "substantially damaged" and the appropriate terms should
be substituted for "destroyed" and the related terms.

The total safety benefit of having precision-approach capability, then,
is the sum of:

(1) the benefit derived from reducing the number of fatalities (BRF)

(2) the benefit derived from reducing the number of minor injuries
(BMI)

(3) the benefit derived from reducing the number of serious injuries
(SI)

(4) the benefit derived from reducing the number of aircraft
destroyed (RD)

(5) the benefit derived from reducing the number of aircraft that
are substantially damaged (BRS)

This sum is found for all user classes and combined for a grand total
safety benefit.

Realizing that regional offices will not always be able to provide site
specific information regarding aircraft mix, average number of occupants,
etc., estimates of safety benefits based on national averages have been
derived and are presented in this report to be used when site specific
data are not available. The following table suarizes the safety
benefit estimates per precision instrument approach for each user class.

USafety Benefit of Precision Approach Capability
SUser Category Per Precision Approach

Air Carrier

Hub $54
Non Hub 32

Air Taxi 180

General Aviation 35

*Military 132

*Estimate based on General Aviation Experience. Insufficient military
data do not permit independent evaluation of military accident history.
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APPENDIX G

ILS DECOMISSIONING CRITERIA

The decision to deconission an ILS depends in part on whether turbojet
operations are conducted on the runway and, if not, whether the benefits
derived from its continued operation exceed the resulting operations and
maintenance costs. That is, in the absence of turbojet operations,
annual instrument approach (AIA) criteria will apply.

DEVELOPMENT OF DISCONTINUANCE CRITERIA

Annual O&M and fifteen year discounted 01 costs are sumarized for an
ILS system in Figure G-1.

Figure G-1

ILS Annual and 15 Yr. Discounted OM Costs
(1981 Dollars)

ILS 1ALSR TOTAL

$57 $16 $73

Cumulative Discounted
Annual O&M Discount Factor 15 Yr. Costs (000)

$73 7.976 $582

The number of AIA's needed in order to cover the OM costs can be
determined by user class for several levels of non-precision approach
minima following a methodology similar to that used in the development of
the Phase I criteria for MLS establishment (Chapter VI). The same
equation is used (i.e., (AX + BY)(NDF) = ... ) except that the ILS OM
costs replace the MLS life cycle costs, giving (AX + BY)(NDF) - $582,000.

The minimum number of annual instrument approaches that would justify
continued operation of ILS equipment have been found using this method
for each user class for specific non-precision approach minima. This
information is presented in Table G-1.

Table G-1

ILS Discontinuance Minimum AIA Count For Stated
Non-Precision Approach Minima

User Category 300 3/4 400 3/4 400-1 500-1 600-1 800-1

Air Carrier
Hub 200 100 80 50 40 20
Non Hub 400 200 170 120 85 40

Air Taxi 225 200 190 170 150 110

General Aviation 1100 950 850 700 600 400

Military 500 400 375 325 275 200

G-1
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To determine whether a runway is a candidate for IrS discontinuance:

1. Determine the least non-precision approach minima currently
authorized for the largest aircraft using the runway in question.

2. Reference table G-1 to select the required minimum number of AIA's on
the candidate runway for each user category.

3. Estimate the number of recorded AIA's on the candidate runway for

each user category.

4. Enter recorded and required AIA's for the candidte runway as
indicated below. The contributions of each category toward meeting
the criteria are summed. A runway with a total ratio below 1.0 is a
candidate for discontinuance.

User Category

Air Carrier Recorded AIA's = x.xx
Required AIA's

Air Taxi Recorded AIA's a x.xx
Required AIA's

General Aviation Recorded AIA's a X.xx
Required AIA' s

Military Recorded AIA' s = x.xx
Required AIA's

Total Ratio X.xx

5. The decommissioning of an ILS will be justified bj a benefit/cost
assessment as well as by a review of operational and environmental
factors pertinent to the affected locality or localities.

G-2
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